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Memphis licks chops after MIL
kitavytiLikd
watching MSU win 33-25
four honors Saturday
See story on page 8

•
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Parker to testify in drug
trial concerning cocaine

See story on page 2

See story on page 9
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—News In Brief
Southern governors meeting
to discuss roles in economy
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MSU regents meet Saturday-

Nichols says money priorities set

By MELINDA WIGGINTON
Staff Writer
MIAMI (AP — Southern governors meeting to discuss their
Frank Nichols, chairman of
region's role in the world economy say the national deficit and
the finance committee for the
trade policies — matters controlled by Congress, not legislatures
Murray State University Board
— are threatening the financial health of their states.
of Regents, told his fellow
"Realistically there is not much we can do," Georgia Gov. Joe
regents Saturday that his comFrank Harris said Sunday.
mittee set five top priorities for
But Frank and 'governors or representatives from 16 other
the institution's monies over the
Southern states prepared to tackle the problem at the annual
next biennium.
meeting of the Southern Governors' Association.
He requested a 5 percent
The meeting, which has the theme of "The South Going
faculty and staff salary InGlobal," began Sunday but the day was devoted to a trek through
crease, a faculty salary
the Everglades by helicopter and airboat and a dive to see the
equalization plan, staff variable
coral reefs at John Pennekamp State Park.
compensation plan, equipment
Gov. Dick Riley of South Carolina, whose state's textile inupgrading and, as a number one
dustry is battling less expensive imports, was perhaps the hartarget.for capital expenditures,
shest critic of the current trade policies.
a new industry and technology
But Virginia Gov. Charles Robb cautioned against acting too
facility.
quickly and too strongly. He said some other governors are supWhen ranked with its 26 benporting trade tariffs that "may be more protectionist than I am
chmark institutions and the four
comfortable with."
comparable Kentucky univer"We have to be extremely careful when trying to come up with
sities, full professors' salaries at
a solution that we do not exacerbate the problem in the long run,"
MSU place 26, and all ranks
Robb said.
average 23rd.
.
Harris said he's looking at "reverse-investment," getting.corn- •
The equalization plan would
panies from foreign countries to invest in Southern states, as a
put faculty salaries at the mepossible solution.
dian salaries paid by the similar
-• The Southeast has done a lot already in the way of reverse ininstitutions, plus 5 percent.
vestment.- Harris said. "We have brought the money back into
Staff members were not left
the United States. We bring money_into Georgia to make jobs for
out-of salary -increase
our people."
schedules. In an annual
The one thing all thgevernors agreed on is the need for jobs.
Associated. Industries_ of *Ken"A governor's number one responsibility is to try to create jobs
tucky survey-for 13 West Kenand the international marketplace will assure Oklahoma and the
'
tucky counties, the average
South of that," said Oklahoma Gov. George Nigh.
wage of job categories for 1985
On Suriday, helicopters carried the governors, aides and media
exceeds MSU's average wages
members from 'the skyscrapers of Miami's business district to
in almost every category.
the heart of the Everglades: where they dined .ourbarilevied
- On the-average,"MSU'S hourly
chicken and ribs.
wage rate was $4.29 lower than
"I hope these people will have a better impression of South
comparable positions in the AIK
Florida and Miami and its beauty," Florida Gov. Bob Graham
survey. 'N‘ro categories fell parsaid. "So much attention has been given to crime that people
ticularly below the average —
have a perception of this city that is not balanced."
technical or special service ofThe governors, wearing orange hats with alligator emblems on
fice positions and craft services
them, mounted about 40 airboats and spent about 30 minutes
at $5.08 below, and helper, labor,
skimming over the Everglades despite a light rainfall.
custodian, watchman jobs were
Later, some of the governors took a glass-bottomed boat tour
$4.65 below.
over the coral reefs at Pennekamp Park-. Graham and Nigh joinAdministrative personnel
ed North Carolina Gov. Jim Martin in a snorkeling venture over a
salaries reveal MSU's median
reef.
salary is 85.3 percent of the meThe governors also held a private dinner at a club in Key
dian in a university adLargo.
ministrative compensation
The list of prominent speakers scheduled to appear at the consurvey. •
ference inculde Federal Reserve. Board Chairman Paul Volcker,
The variable compensation
President Nicolas Ardito Barletta of Panama, former State
Department spokesman Nodding Carter, Rep. Richard
Gephardt, D-Mo.. and>rictor Kiam, chairman and president of
Remington Products Inc.
The Southern states participating are: Alabama, Arkansas,
Delaware, Florida, Georgia. Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,
Missoufi,‘ North Carolina, Oklahoma..- SoUth
Carolina. Tennessee. Texas, Virginia and West Virginia.
commission on InterA
collegiate Athletics at Murray
State University recently compiled a six month study. Its
14-page report was accepted by
113,, the Areoriated Press
the university's Board of
BANG1i0h. Thailand — Rebel military officers seized control
Regents Saturday. Regents will
of official Radio Thailand and announce they have overthrown
review the report over the next
the elected government. Tank and machine-gun fire was heard
two months and act on it at their
amid indications the rebels were opposed by loyal army units.
November meeting.
WASHINGTON — Faced with overwhelming pressure from
The report recommends:
Congress, President Reagan intends to announce limited
Presidents and governing
economic sanctions against South Africa today, according to conboards of schools that belong to
gressional sources.
the Ohio Valley Conference
WASHINGTON — An independent-minded Senate goes back to
should work together to limit inwork today with leaders saying President Reagan's niove
against unfair trading practices in Europe, Japan, South Korea
and Brazil has done little to satisfy the appetite on Capitol Hill for
protectionist legislation.
•
VADUZ. Liechtenstein — Pope John Paul II has challenged
Roman Catholics in Liechtenstein to "swim against the tide" by
opposing abortion, divorce, and extramarital sex.
211ILW.41-tiEE — The engine of the Midwest Express DC-9
jetliner that crashed just after takeoff, killing 31 people, showed
signs of being damaged before it plunged to the ground, federal
investigators say.

Murray State University Board of Regents spent Saturday morning reviewing budget requests, personnel matters, and setting priorities for the upcoming year. Regents pictured from left to right gre
Jere McCulston, Irma LaFollette, Andy Logan-, Melvin Henley. Wendell Lynch and Frank Nichols.
plan is a three-step process to
correct the discrepancies.
Funds are budgeted for
distinguished chairs, instructional and computing equipment library improvement,
computer software and
desegration.
Stroup announced fall enrollment figures available at the
end of the 10th day of the
academic year. Figures show
that graduate enrollment is up
13 percent, part-time is up 19
percent, in-state is up 1.9 percent, while new freshmen enrollment is down 10 percent.
"The freshmen figure is the
one where we didn't defy

demographics of the area," said
Stroup- "It reflects:the. regional
decline in high school seniors."
Accompanying the increases
are slight declines in
undergraduate, full-time and
out-of-state students.
Three personnel changes were
approved by the Regents. Dave
Kratzer will serve as acting vice
president of student development while Frank Julian is atthe University of Kenyatta. Dr.
John Thompson was approved
as the dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs.
Dwain McIntosh was approved
as director of public informatin
for MST J.

Stroup reported to the Regents
that in ._meeting with_the_Council on Higher Education Thursday, it was announced that the
Breathitt Veterinary Center will
remain with MSU.
The Council was impressed to
change their proposal that
would have moved BVC
operating control for a number
of reasons. said Stroup.
"The communities of West
Kentucky spoke with a single
voice that the Center serves
them well. MSC has integrated
the BVC with its animal health
technology program. There was
tremendous support for keeping
the BVC with Murray State."

Regents to review study on athletics

Elsewhere...

tercollegiate athletic costs to ensure that each school continues
to be competitive.
"For one university to
unilaterally reduce intercollegiate athletic expenditures
and thus lose the ability to compete within the conference is
unrealistic," the study said.
An athletic council, to serve in
an advisory capacity, should be
formed to review budgets, expenditures and policies related
to the intercollegiate athletic
program, The council should be

broad-based and represent all
segments of the university.
The administration of the
athletic program should be
reorganized to increase emphasis on financial management
and raising funds.
A permanent athletic endowment fund should be created to
support athletic scholarships.
A full-time athletic development director should be hired to
raise funds for the athletic program. The salary would be paid
from private sources

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not .
received their home delivered
copy of Eh* Murray Lardesr
Tirnas by 5:30 p.m. Monday,Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Sraturcloy
ore urged to coil 733-1916 bet
weer 5:30 p.m. end 6 p.m.,
Monday through 'Friday, or
3:30 p.m. ond 4 p.m. Saturdays. Offica Hours — 8 a.m.-3
p.m. Monday thru Friday, 8
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

Continued warm and
muggy tonight with a 20 percent chance of thundershowers. Lows in the lower
70s and light west wind. Partly sunny, hot and humid Tuesday with a 30 percent chance
of thundershowers.

• LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake .
....7 356.2
Barkley Lake
356.2

•

The university should continue to give a "reasonable
number" of free and reduced
price tickets to athletic events
for public relations purposes
and as a fringe benefit to faculty
and staff.
Increases in personnel costs.
including salaries, wages and fringe benefits should be in accordance with budget guidelines for
academic personnel.
The number of athletic grants
(('ont'd on page?)

violators are
new target

SUNNY

Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calls for near-normal
temperatures with a chance
of showers Wednesday.

•
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Child support
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!Wait photo by ttd ?ark.

-Happy birthday, Bill Monroe
Joiningin on a chorus of "Happy Birthdify" to Bill Monroe (far right) are fellow musicians-Bill Keith,
Bela Fleck and Pete Rowan. Kentucky Governor Martha Layne Collins proclaimed Saturday as -Bill
Monroe Day" in the state to.honor the 74th-birthday of the founder of bluegrass music. The celebration
took place Saturday night on the Belvedere stage in Louisville at the Kentucky Fried Chicken Bluegrass
Music Festival.
•

LOUISVILLE. Ky. 1AP
—
One official believes the state
should get as tough with parents
who don't make child support
payments as it has with drunken
drivers.
"Five years ago drunk driving
was socially acceptahle in this
community. state and country,"
Mike Conliffe. director of a
previous child-support program
in Jefferson County -But
Mothers Against Drunk Driving
convinced us it was wrong, and
said, 'Let's make it a crime'
"We've had a revolution with
drunk driving, and the same
thing should apply with childsupport payments. We've got to.
convince John Q. Public, the
legislature and the judiciary to
make it a crime." Conliffe said.
Colllifie _Was_ among.-a
people who testified Saturday
before the State Child Support
Commission.
The commission was told that
,parents who conkistenily refuse
to make Child-support payments
should be given automatic jail
sentences.

-
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department's operating budget
should not exceed the average
for expenditures for the last two
years unless athletic revenues to
the general fund increase.

Cont'd from page 11
to students should not exceed the
Limitations of the OVC.
The total number of athletic
grants for women's sports
should be set in accordance with
limitations of the OVC and in
compliance with provisions of
federal Title IX regulations.
The only increase in the cost of
grants for athletes should be
amounts necessary to
ee
creases in charges for tuition,
room, board and books.
Expenses for the athletic

team should continue to parDirector of Student Financial
ticipate in Division I-AA.
Aid; and Anita Poynor, accounMembers of the Board of
ting. accounts receivable. AlumRegents Commission on Interni Association - Dr. Jane Wells.
collegiate Athletics at MSU are:
Director of the MBA program,
Students - Herbert K. Jones.
Owensboro. Racer Club - Dr.
An annual financial_report
senior, Biology/Pre-dentistry;
Michael T. Ridley, oral surgeon.
should be prepared on the interPat
Spurgin. junior,
Aihletic-s
- Johnny Reagan,
collegiate athletic program.
Engipeering Physics; and
Athletic Disector. Board of
"Murray State University adChristopher H. Stovall, junior,
Regents - William E. Beasley,
ministrators ...( should
Accounting. Faculty - Karen
President of Kentucky HydraBalzer, assistant professor in
establish and implement
Power, Inc.. commission chairpolicies and procedures to en- •the Department of Speech and
man; Dr. Melvin Henley,
sure that.the athletic program. Theatre; and Dr. William 0.
associate professor in 'the
complies with all OVC regula- Price. Director of Secondary 'Ilepartment of Chemistry.
Uni'versity Relations and
ions, applicable NCAA regula. EnUcation. Academic Administrator - Dr. Ken Harrell,
Develonapnt -• IT_
tions and all local, state and
, Dean of the College of
Perriri7"ke President Universifederal laws.
Humanistic Studies. Staff Conty Relations and Development,
The Murray State football gress - Johnny McDougal,
Ex Officio, non voting.

20%
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Michelle Garland, Meagan Stroup and Chad Hendren show off
the band's new uniforms at a recent football game.

MHS band takes four honors
at North Hardin competition

ALL APPAREL IN STORE FOR
YOUR INFANT OR TODDLER
BOY OR GIRL

Heat-• and humidity in the
nineties didn't stop the Murray
High Tiger Band from winning
all four awards in the small
band class at the North Hardin
Marching Invitational Band
Contest lastsaturday.
The Tiger Marching Band left
Radcliff with trophies for first
place in class, best marching
and maneuvering, best general
effect, and best music in their
class during prelimitilry
competition.
"The kids' performance was
super, really fine," said director
Gary Mullins. He added that all
the other bands in the final competition ..were larger. Murray
High was the only small band to
perform in the finals..
Soloists for the Tiger band include Debbie Roos, Kelly

Cathey, Shannon Wells and Ken
Mikulcik.
Section leaders for the band
are Megan Stroup and Michelle
Garland for percussion; Robert
Lamastus for low brass; Anne-.
Maire Hale for French horn;
Kelly Bolls for saxaphones;
Debbie Roos and Shannon Wells
for truniphets; Becky Wolf and
Lisa Shoemaker for clarinets;
T7rissy Wolf for flutes; and Lee
-Estes for colorguard. Heather
Doyle is the field commander.
Chuck, Bradley is assistant
direlltor of the Murray band and
other staff include Robert
Lyons, Melanie Dawson, Jeff
Graves, and Arthur Davis.
The next competition for the
Tiger Marching band will be at
the Lone Oak Invitational Contest Saturday, September 14.
•

..

New grant announced for
industrial park by EDA
Congressman Carroll Hubbard and Senator Mitch McConnell have announced that the
Economic Development AdMinistration has awarded a
grant in the amount of $390,000
to the city of Murray for improvements in the city's In-

dustrial Park area.
According to a spokesman
ffrom each office, this grant will
include new water and sewer
lines, a pumping Station and a
ground water storage tank.
The money from the grant is
available now.

Not guilty pleas entered
in drug, tax evasion case
two-piece sleeper

20% to
25% off
Basics for baby
Sale 7.19 Reg 8 99. Print/solid 2-pc
sleeper of polyester knit. Sizes /
1
2-8_
Sale 4.20 Reg. 5.25 Drawstring gown
of polyester knit Fits up to 18 lbs.
Sale 3.19 Reg 3.99. Stretch polyester
terry 1-pc sleeper Sizes 0,/
1
2, 1
Sale 2.99 Reg 3.99 Toddletime cotton short-sleeve Piluchot Sizes S.M.L.
Sale 3.38 pkg. of 3 Reg.4.49. Combed
cotton undershirts. Sizes S.A41,XL
Sale 2.46 pkg. of 3 Reg. 3.29 Cotton
terry panties in sizes S,M,L.XL
Sale $9 Reg $12. Angel top and
corduroy pants set in assorted styles
Polyestertotton Sizes '2-4
Sale 7.50 Reg. $10. Dress and panty
set of polyester/cotton. Sizes v2,1.1'/2.
Sale 3.49 Reg. 4.66 -Plaid cotton
flannel long-sleeve shirt. Sizes 1-4.
Sale 2.74 Reg. 3.66. Long-sleeve knit
top of polyester/cotton. Sizes /
1
2-4.
Sale 2.99 Reg. 3.99. Cotton corduroy
pants with boxer waist. Sizes
Sale 2.99 Reg. 3.99. Twill boxer-waist
pants of p61yester/cottOn Sizes '/2-4
Sale 66 Reg. $8 Crib blanket of
pastel thermal knit °Hone acrylic
Sale 4.87 pkg. of 2 Reg. 6.50. Cotton
clown-print receiving blankets
Sale 4.87 Reg 6 50 Cotton bearprint crib sheet with elastic ends

20% off

20% off

Oversleepers
Sale 6.39 Reg. 7.99 Infants' footed
polyester fleece oversleeper with
embroidered chest design. Sizes
Sale 7.19 Reg. 8.99 Toddlers' footed
polyester fleece oversleeper with
embroidered chest design. Sizes 5,6

25% off
Furniture
,r,c,ucesii infant furniture

strollers

and car seats

Sesame Street
Sale 3.19 Reg 3.99. T-shirt of
polyester. cotton knit. Sizes 2T-4T.
Sale 5.60 Reg. $7. Striped twill pants
with elasticized boxer waist.
Polyester,cotton. Sizes 1T-41".
Sale 8.40 Reg. 10.50. Sleeper with
Pedi-bumper* feet. Two-piece style
of polyester knit. Sizes 1-8.
Sale 10.40 Reg. $13. Top and pants
set in a variety of styles. Polyester/
cotton Sizes 1T-47
Serum* Strent le•inne•mark ot Chltdr•n* lily/Won
Workshop MOPPETS Chins/cher, Moppets. inc

Come see our Fall
Fashion Show where
the cutest little
toddlers will model
cuddly play clothes
and sweet dressup clothes.
Sat. Sept. 14,
2:00 p.m. at
your JCPenney
Store in
Murray.

,

Pleas of not guilty were
entered by Anthony Wade
-*Childress,30, of Murray, and:his
father, Van Wade Chilress. 54, of
Hardin, in U.S. District Court in
Paducah Friday after the local
residents were arrested on
multiple charges of drug trafficking and tax evasion.
Both men were named in sealed grand jury indictments handed down in Louisville. Friday,
federal marshalls arrested both
men and transported them to
U.S. District Court in Paducah
where they -entered the not guilty PielkS2
The indictments were the
culmination of an investigation
which listed charges back to
1979. The drug trafficking
charges involve the distribution
of cocaine, marijuana and
methaqualone in Calloway
County.
Anthony Wade Childress was
named on individual criminal
counts charging khim with the
distribution of 7,500 methaqualone pills. 4,000 methaqualone pills, 1,000 methaqualone pills, three ounces of cocaine, 12 grams of cocaine. 75
pounds of marijuana and 30
pounds of marijuana, and the attempted distribution of two
kilograms of cocaine.
Anthony Wane Childress also
faces tax evasion charges, in
which the indictment charges
him with non-payment of $12,686
in 1982 taxes and the payment of
$1,704 of $25,489 of 1983 taxes.
Van Wade Childress is charg-

ed on individual counts of the
distribution of 15 ounces of cocaine-and 1/4 ounce of cocaine.
He also faces tax evasion
charges which report him paying $18,986 of $66,518 for 1981-83
taxes.
A federal civil lawsuit has also
been filed, seeking cash, property and other assets in conjunction with a continuous criminal
enterprise charge filed against
both men. The two men own, individually or combined, 14 lots
of land,in Calloway County, a
2,192 acre lot of land in Marshall
CoUnty near Kenlake State
Resort Park. mortgages on
various properties which
amount to $74,535, and also an
unidentified amount of deposits
at the Bank of Benton, the Bank
of Murray and the Peoples Bank
of Murray.
A hearing will be conducted
Thursday to consider a motion
by U.S. Attorney Duane
Schwartz, who has requested
that both men be held without
bond.
The prosecution's motion is
based on a statute which went
into effect in October and allows
the goverment to request that a
defendant be held without bond
if the maximum sentence on his
charges exceeds 10 years.
Six men, identified as
Calloway Countians, were also
named in the indictments as being involved in the alleged drug
distribution. None of the six
were charged pi the sealed indictments releabed-Friday.

GraNes. Reed recovering from accident

X Penn*y

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5:30 p.m.
•

Penn

Prices Effective Mon.-Sun.

_

.

•=.•

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4060

Lillian Graves 83, of Murray.
was listed in satisfactory condition in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital today after she
was inyolved in a two vehicle accident Thursday on U.S. 45,
north of
Mayfield'
Graves,. a passenger in a car
driven by Geraldine Reed, 55,.
also of Murray. was hospitalized
in guarded condition last Thursday, but her condition has been
upgraded to satisfactory. accor-

ding to a hospital spokesperson.
Reed was admitted .to • the
Mayfield Hospital and haa since
been. released.
The accident occurred Thursday about 6:40 pan. when Barry
ear r, ittilt-Mute -2:-Nniyive1d7was southbound on U.S. 45 when
he attempted to turn off the
highway lind collided with the
Reed Vehicle. Carr did not require medical treatment, according to the Kentucky State
Police.

•

PERSPECTIVE
Tax avoidance
on a grand scale

by mike royko

Maybe we're suffering from part of national security?
a terminal case of ideSlism,
The companies benefiting
but isn't it wrong for big,cor- from the free economy,poraCions to avoid paying fiting from America's national4
'
taxes when. small businesses security, benefiting from our
have to pay through the nose? system of public highways
Isn't it wrong that big defense ought to help shoulder the burcontractors, which depend on den of freedom, of defense, of
billions of dollars in govern- transportation.
We sometimes read about
ment contracts, don't pay
Corporations are supposed angry citizens seeing a crime
taxes to support defense? • to pay 46.percent of their prof- and springing into action
These thoughts are pro- its over $100,000 in taxes. Most They'll see somebody's purse
voked by the report from a of them pay about 15 percent. being grabbed, or some old guy
being mugged, and they'll chase
tax monitoring group that 40 Many pay zero.
down the thief and kick and
big corporations didn't pay a
If 275 major corporations punch him and sit on him until
cent in taxes in 1984. The cor- had paid the 46 percent tax in the police arrive.
Then the story, with the angry
porations earned $10.4 billion 1984, that would have raised
in profits. The 40 got a total $185 billion — enough to bal- citizens' pictures, appears in the
newspapers and on TV,and they
tax rebate totaling $657 mil- ance the budget.
say modest things about what
lion.
The solution to 'America's they did, and are hailed as
Their accountants should problems won't come from heroes.
The reason these stories
get.a gold medal. The govern- soaking the big corporations.
ment got another kind of And a case can be made,that receive prominent display is
reward: the biggest peacetime corporate dividends should not that they are, indeed, news.
They're
because they are
budget deficit in U.S. history. be taxed twice, first at the unusual,news
out of the ordinary.
The rising economy was corporate level, then as indi- And that's what makes news.
supposed to lift all boats. vidual income.
What is overlooked is the common,
ordinary, everyday conGreater profits were supposed
But it is not top much to ask
to generate higher tax reve- that all corporations, large duct of people who see crimes
being committed — the people
nues at lower tax rates.
and small, shoulder an equita- who turn
their heads away,shufWell, the tide rose and the ble share of the burden of fle their feet, pull down the
government is sinking.
maintaining our government. shades, scurry off in the other
Can you blame corporate If any profitable firm's write- direction, and look out for
number one.
. accountants for using loop- offs reduce the tax to zero, a
So, to remedy this oversight, I
holes? Of course not. .,
minimum corporate tax on
devote today's column to these
Can you blame Congress profits should be imposed. A
unsung people.
and the White House for creat- free government doesn't mean
It begins with Winsome Ruddock. 28. who lives in the middleing the tax code? Of course. a free ride.
But it's up to us, the people, to motivate them to take-their
to tax ourselves fairly to pay fair share of the burden, failour. bills. The -truth is we air ing to pay the bills.
COMMENTS TO COUNCIL
The basis of a free society is
hate to pay taxes..so we priON HIGHGER ECUCATION
vately cheer those who avoid the ability to accept the burAugust 19, 1985
den of self-taxation in return
it.
Dr. Kenneth E. Harrell, Dean
College of
The avoiders aren't gypping for the freedom of self-govHumanistic Studies
anybody but the rest of the ernment.
Murray State University
But now we don't want to
people. And the big companies
Murray,Kentucky
that can afford fancy tax law- tax ourselves; we want to tax
I wish to join others here who
yers are gypping the smaller the Other guy. As if the other have commended the Council
companies that can only af- guy was responsible for fun- for its efforts on behalf of the
colleges and universities in the
ford" td make money - — not ning up the bill.
The companies running up Commonwealth. You have prohide it.
vided us with an impressive
the biggest document that
The tax system is discredit- the defense bill
reflects both your
ed. It worked for a long time in postwar history — ought to commitment to quality higher
but now it is failing to call feel responsible for paying education and a great deal Of
upon the essential decency of their fair share of it. Alter all, work.
The plan proposes bold and
the American people, failing isn't government solvency a

Heroes took the day off
fi

class South Shore neighborhood
of Chicago,. _getting aboard an
elevated train to go to her job
downtown.
Because it was Labor day
morning, there were only a
dozen or so people on that car of
the train.
One of the passengers caught
Mrs. Murdock's eye when he got
on because he was, as she put it,
"a real runt."
He couldn't have been much
more than 4 feet high, she said,
and he had a nasty look on his
face.
The runt walked past her to
the other side of the car, out of
her sight, and she thought no
more of him.
But a couple of stops later, as
the train was pulling into a station, she felt a sudden pain in her.
neck. She glanced around, and
there was the runt. He was yanking at her gold chains.
"Those were strong chains,"
she said, "and he damn near
broke ..my neck pulling them
off."
Small as he was, the man was
strong. And the chains broke
lose.
'
Mrs. Ruddock tried to grab

him and the chains. She was
furious.. because
Ph31l1A. ,11411
belonged to her late mother and
Mrs. Ruddock had brought them
with her from Jamaica, her
homeland.
But the runt was not to be
denied the chains. He swung a
roundhouse right and smacked
Mrs. Ruddock square on the
nose.
Mrs. Ruddock let out a robust
scream. Everyody in the car
could hear it. But nobody moved. They just sat there gawking
or looking indifferent or staring
out the window.
So in the few seconds that
passed before the doors opened
at the station, nobody did
anything and the runt jumped
off the train. The train was
beginning to creepfrom the sta-A
tion when the conductor ran up'
to her, asked what happened.
She quickly told him, and he ran
tip the driver.
"The conductor tried to help,"
Mrs. Ruddock said. "He told the
driver that a lady had been
bashed in the face and robbed
and that he should stop the train.
"That's what the motorman is
supposed to do. He has a radio
and can contact the police im-

mecliltelry. If there was a squad
car JIB the vicinity of the station,
and if they had a description',
they could conceivably grab the
man. On a quiet holiday morning, there can't be too many ugly
guys 4 feet tall running'away
from a South Side train station.
"But the driver looked out the
window and said: 'I don't see
anybody, so he's probably gone
anyway."
"The conductor said to me:
'I'm sorry-. I tried my best, but
he won't stop."'
Mrs. Ruddock rode to her stop
downtown, reported the robbery
to the police, then went to a
hospital emergency room to
have her nose attended.
It turned out that her nose had
been busted by the one punch.
.S,o, to the motorman and people on the train. I offer this,
thought: You blew your chance.
You could have been heroes and
had your pictures in the paper.
And your friends and neighbors
would have patted. your backs
and bought you a drink. •
- Why, they would have even let
you pose holding the little guy up
like a record fish. And wouldn't
that have been something for the
family scrapbook.

open forum

looking back
Ten years ago
A suspected case of viral
encephalitis has been reported
in Calloway County, according
to the Calloway County Health
Department and the family of
the ill person, Mrs. Virgil Gibbs.
Peggy Mitchell, Ann Page and
Ola Mae Roberts are pictured
begin registerea by Annie Nance
for Professional Office-Personnel Workshop held Sept. 6 at
Murray State University, cosponsored by MSU and Murray
Chapter of National Secretaries
Assciciation (Int. ). About 150
persons attended.
*'
1
Bobby Warren of Hardin, a
graduate of Vanderbilt University and a member of San Antonio Spurs, has been traded to
New York Nets Basketball
Team.
Twenty years ago
Mrs. Gussie Adams, clerk of
Local Board No. 10 of Selective
Service, said the next draft class
will be on Sept. 21 with 19 for
physical examinations and One
for induction.
Members of Calloway County
Library Board of Trustees are
Mrs. George Hart, chairman.
Mrs. Macon Blankenship,
secretary, Jack Belote,
treasurer. Max Hurt, Fred
Schultz, Dr. A.H. Kopperud. advisor, and Margaret Trevathan,
librarian.
Miss Mary Jane Thompson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy R.
Thompson of Ripley, Tenn.. and
Richard Lynn Workman, son of
Mr. 'and Mrs. Fred Lynn

•

Workman of Murray, were married Aug. 20 at First Methodist
Church, Ripley.
Thirty years ago
All Murray City Schools are
now in operation with a combined total of 1,154 students, according to W.Z. Carter, superintendent of Murray City Schools.
- -A chicken house with about 400
layers and a garage were
destroyed by fire on Sept. 7 at
the Bill Dodson home. Damage
also was reported to the Dodson
home.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Russell, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. F.M. Parrott. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Williams and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Wyatt.
Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Wade have
returned from a motor trip to
the West Coast.

thoughts in season
•

By Ken Wolf
Here is yet another comment
on the age-old problem of how
God permits evil. These words
come from. Jaques Maritain,
French Catholic philosopher.:
To my way of thinking. God
trains us. through our
disillusionments
and
mistakes, to understand at
last that we must believe
only in Him and not in men,
which places us in the proper position to marvel at all
the good which is in men in
spite of everything and all
- the good which they do in
spite of themselves.
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far-reaching changes. Most
reflective people will agree
change and attention to the
legitimate needs of higher
education are in order.
At the outset, I want to be
positively responsive to the concept of rational planning for a
statewide system of higher
education for Kentucky. You
have demonstrated in.the plan
that Kentucky's needs are too
great and its resources too
meager to tolerate-either ineffiz
ciency or waste. Moreover,
there is much in the plan that I
find attractive.
Yet, I have serious concerns.
First, the time frame you provide between the release of the
document and these hearings
has been too brief to allow us to
digest and properly evaluate
your proposals.
I am even more concerned
about your future time frame.
As I understand the document,
applications for centers of excellence are scheduled for the
spring of 1986. Frankly, in my
judgment, that is premature! -The Council has implied that
the cooperation of the univer,
sities is fundamental to the success of the Strategic Plan. I
agree. I urge you to adopt a time
frame that will provide us the
opportunity to study and
evaluate what.is proposed here
and then an opportunity for our
institutional representatives to
share with you our concerns in
face-to-face, final planning sessions. I suggest to you this procedure will give the institutions
a sense of ownership in the plan
and some sense of institutuional
ownership is vital to its success.
Further, I suggest that unnecessary haste can result in
poor planning and mistakes that
might take several years to correct. Higher education in Kentucky will be best served by a
thoughtful, step-by-step
development and implementation of a final strategic plan. The
Council has demonstrated no
compelling need to rush through
this process.
Overall, the plan that is finally-adopted should have carefully
built-in procedures for. system,
ill1""ntianfil..
.- and.-program
_
_
evolution.
Statewide planning • has a
tendency to become rigid and
unresponsive. One of the great
strengths of higher education
generally, and regional universities particularly, is the ability
to respond to the educational

needs of the Commonwealth.
private grants that assist public
troubling. I think Council is tryPlease note Dr. Stroup's
and private agencies in fulfilling
ing to be fair and equitable, yet
remarks regarding the number
their missions. Moreover, they
of academic majors not in exthe attempt to be fair and
effectively serve as cultural
istence ten years ago which are
equitable is sometimes a
centers for their regions and
now available to students. There
weakness of central planning. I
thus confribute substantially to
fear such a definition might lead
is a delicate balance between
an. important, but difficult to
to the dismantling of unique
central planning dnd enmeasure, dimension of life.
. educational opportunities for
trepreneurship in higher educaIf other educational institustudents that it has taken years
tion which must be addressed if
tions can demonstrate coin:
to construct.
we are to build a genuinely
quality system and meet and parable qualitative developMoreover. I fear that Core
economic development re- ment over the past 25 years,
disciplines
at each institution in
quirements of the given the distribution of
Kentucky might become carbon
resources,
then perhaps a
Commonwealth.
copies of one another. Such a
diminution of the regional
I suggest we need to look no
development, in my opinion.
universities' resources might be
further than the experience of
would be educationally
justified.
Eastern Europe or examine
disastrous. Faculty and - adCouncil's proposal to establish
developments in higher educaministrators at - all Kentucky
tion in India to illustrate this endowed chairs is an excellent
universities must be given the
initiative, However, it should be
concern.
flexibility to be creative in their
Council has noted that other extended beyond the University
use of resources and responsive
states are "making massive in- of Louisville and the University
to the educational needs of the
vestments in education." While of Kentucky. The proposal
public. It seems to me this is a
the Strategic Plan mentions represents both a sound apcritical area requiring face-tosecuring additional dollars for proach to improving the quality
face discussions between Counhigher education, it focuses of higher education and good
cil and university
more heavily upon the elimina- economic investment for the
representatives.
tion of unnecessary duplication Commownwealth.
Council has made a convincand further efficiencies and
I would argue that if Murray
ing case that the percentage of
economics as a means of secur- State can persuade its alumni to
the higher education budget goof an ening funds to build a quality fund one half_ of• the
,.ing,to agriculture and the health
. .
• .
• cost
4
suystem and thus keep abreast dowed ,'.tiair. thy • Cony- '-services is out of spl'Oportion- to,of other states that are "making monwealth would receive a
the support those disciplines
massive investments jn notable bargain by funding the
receive in other states. The
other half.
education."
evidence presented by Council
In my judgment, it is
The concept of centers ox ex- - warrants corrective
tion.
unrealistic to believe we can re- cellence was also initially very
Finally.] suggest that Council
main competitive without attractive to me and I might yet
exercise great care in limiting
significant new tax dollars for give it enthusiastic support.
remedial work at the univerhigher education. I do not imply However, a respected colleague.
sities. I join Council in the hope
that we should not eliminate un- who worked in a state where
that,the recent initiatives to imncessary duplication or in- centers of excellence were
prove the quality of graduates
troduce greater efficiency and established, has suggested the
from Kentucky high schools will
economy. But these actions experience was not equal to,theeventually eliminate the
alone will not produce sufficient promise. I request that Council
necessity for remedial work .at
revenue to achieve the ex- seek additional information, as I
universities. However. e-xcellence we all desire.
will, relating to how well the
perience in the trenches inFor several years we have lost concept has worked elsewhere.
dicates we have a way to go_
talented faculty to other states,
The Council should pursue. its
Moreover, the motivation for
and successive two and three plan to identify a fundamental
effective remedial work is -difpercent salary increases for body of knowledge and skills
ferent at the universities than at
faculty have created morale graduates of public institutions
the community colleges. There
problems that threaten our abili- should prossess. Beyond idenis
a growing'body of evidence
ty to maintain what we have tification of the body of
that warrants questioning the
achieved.
knowledge and skills and
quality of community college
We must-insist that the Cenral ._verification that its mandate is.
r_ernediat work.
Assembly provide significant
met. Council should not act.
I wish to thank Council for the
additional revenue for higher
University faculties, who have
opportunity
to respond to its proeducation.
traditionally exercised authoriposals and I look forward to
I support the notion of a na- ty in matters of curriculum,
working with you in the developtionally recognized state univer- have lost much of that authority
ment of a higher education prosity; however, not at the ex- in recent years. If outside agengram for Kentucky.
pense of the regional univer- cies continue to intrude upon
sities. In my judgment, the this faculty prerogative, much
clearest, most impressive im- of the diversity and creativity of
provement in higher education
higher education can be lost.
in the Cornmontvealth in the past
The "value added" proposal
25 years has occurred at the
should
be vigorously pursued. I
regional universities. Twentyam advised there are reservafive years ago, when I first came
tions because the means of.
to Kentucky, they were principally teachers' colleges, staffmeasurement are not exact. I
doubt we will ever find an educaed by an inordinate percentage
of their own graduates. They
tional growth scale that will
struggled to retain 25 percent of satisfy anyone. Nonetheless, we
the faculty with terminal
need some form of testing to provi.de us indicators of our
degrees. And research grants
and service to the region —
strength, weakness,and relative
productivity.
-beyond service to -teacher
education — ware unheard of
The phrase "training a more
Today, they are comprehen- flexible, retrainable
work
a----fcrree-e .111Slitutu1ons.-staffed .
uSed -s*verat -tiifieS In
nattonatly recruited faculty who the plan.
It is not an unfamiliar
engs
:
ge in research and publish phrase, but
we need to know
or present the results of that of more about
Council's perception
that research in the same pro- of its meaning in
educational
fessional forums as their col- application.
leagues at the state university.
Council's decision to define a
Faculty and -staff write and degree program the same for
execute state, federal, and every discipline in the core is

-
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Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Hal
Smith of Kirksey will
celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary on
Sunday,. Sept. 15.
Their children and
grandchildren will host
a reception* „for the
special occasion in the
Fellowship' Hall of the
Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
All relatives and
friends are invited to
call between the hours
of 2 to 4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith
were married on Sept.
14, 1935. in Metropolis.
Ill. Their attendants
were Harvey Story and
the late Reva Brewer
Story Tilt Rev:, pob
Batson officiated at the
weddin 50 years ago.
Mrs. Smith. the
former Geneva Louise
Brewer. is the daughter
of the late Lois Robinson
Brewer and the late
Sam T. Brewer.,
Mr. Smith is the son of
Mrs. Gracie VI/rather
Smith of Murray and the
late Raymon F. Smith.

Bruce-Garrett vows solemnized

The Chapel of First
United Methodist
Church, Jonesboro,
Ark., was the setting for
the July morning wed.
ding of Miss Karen Ann
Bruce and Coy Edwin
(Ed) Garrett Jr.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Bruce, 2705
Noble Dr., Jonesboro,
Ark. Mr. Garrett is the
son of the Rev. and Mrs.
Coy Garrett Sr. of
Murray.
The groom's father,
pastor of ConyersvilleStory's Chapel-Mt.
Pleasant United
Methodist Churches, officiated at the double
ring service.
The altar was
decorated with an arch
of candelabrum adorned with dusty rose and
white flowers flanked by
15-branch spiral
Hopkinsville, and Miss candelabra. Baskets of
Suzannah Stoll and Miss rose and white carnaSarah Stoll of Paducah. tions and gladioli and
One great-grandchild the chancel rail, adornis Joshua Smith of ed with greenery and
Murray.
flowers, completed the
floral arrangements.
Pews were marked with
hurricane lamps and
bows.
Mrs. Martha Jean
Barnett
was organist.
Edwards,
RI
y, Carol
BillibCohoon, Peggy Winston Bruce, brother was secured to a wreath
Shoemaker and Freda of the bride, and Miss of silk roses.
Andrea Moller were
The bride carried a
Steely.
cascade of white roses,
Winners of golf play vocalists.
The bride was given in miniature white carnaon Sept. 4 have been
released by Freda Stee- marriage by her father. tions and baby's breath
She wore a formal tied with white
ly. hostess; as follows:
gown of white silk taf- streamers.
Championship — feta, fashioned with ,a•
Mrs. Lisa Bruce of
Jerelene Sullivan;
basque bodice and a Jonesboro was matron
First Flight — Evelyn sweetheart neckline of honor. The
Jones, first, Betty with short puffed bridesmaids were Mrs.
Stewart and Toni Hop- sleeves overlaid with Cheryl Webb of Weiner,
son, tied for second;
silk Venisee lace traced Ark., and Mrs. Wanda
'Second Flight — with silk roses and Johnson, sister of the
Ffeda Steely, first. Bet- pearls.
groom, of Murray.
ty Scott, Second;
The 'fully gathered
The attendants wore
skirt extended from the daphne rose floor-length
Third Flight — Billie
Cohoon, first, Frances back bodice and flowed gowns with wreaths of
into a semi-cathedral- rose ,and white flowers
Parker..second;
Fourth Flight — Carol length train, traced in in their hair. They carried nosegays of white
Edwards and Della silk Venise lace.
Her veil of silk illu- roses and miniature
Miller, tied for first,
Chris Graham, second. sion, sprinkled with pink carnations tied
pearls and designed with white and rose pink
with a pouf and streamers.
streamers at the back,
Rachel Pugh, niece of
• . ,
believers and sticking
closely to scriptural
texts.
Graham will go to
By The Assorialed Press
5 The Power of Love" Huey
Hungary after cornLewis k The News I Chrysalis
6."Don't Lose My Number" Phil
pleting his RomaVt_ The following are
Collins (Atlantic •
tour.
Billboard's hot record
7 "Freeway of Love" Aretha
hits as they appear in Frankild (Arista,
If 'Freedom" Wham'(Colantilat
Sept. 9th issue of
9.-Pop Life" Prince
The
street, and Ms. Duncan Billboard magazine. Revolution I Paisley Park •
HI -Invincible- Pat Benatar
says she doesn't see why Copyright 1985, 4 Chrysalis)
TOP Li-.
that should be so.
Billboard Publications,
I."Brothers
Arrns'• Dire Straits
In- a letter to Town. Inc, _Reprinted_ with (Warner BrosIn I--Platinum
4 More
taint 3 million units sold. I
Manager Lester Baird. permission.
2 The Dream of the Blue
she said she failed "to
Turtles" Sting A&M i•.Platinum
HOT SINGLES
see what could posssibly
3
"Songs from the Big Chair'
1 "St Elmo's Fire•' John Parr
'Tears for Fears i Mercury I -be objectionable about Atlantic,
Platinum
2 We Don't Need Another Hero'•
the sight of clean, color4.-Reckless" Bryan Adams
Tina Turner i Capitol •
A&M)--Platinum
ful clothing cheerfully
3 'Money For Nothing" Dire
5 "Born in the U.S.A " Bruce SprStraits (Warner Bros
flapping in the breeze.
ingsteen Columbia(-Platinum
4 "Cherish"' Kool The Gang I De6
"No Jacket Required" Phil Col.
(Cont'd on page 5)
Lite)

They have one son.
Billy Smith and his wife,
Shirley, of Murray, and
one daughter. Mrs. Bettie Smith Stoll and her
husband. Gregg, of

Paducah.
Their four grandchildren are Billy Dale
Smith and his wife
Sheila, of Murray, Miss
Bobbie Smith of

Golf play with Billie
Cohoon. phone 753-9889,
as hostess will start at 9
a.m. Persons not listed
but desiring to play may
call Mrs. Cohoon.
The lineup is as
follows:
9 a.m. — Mary
Bogard, Veneta Sexton,
Jerlene Sullivan and
Betty Jo Purdom;
9:10 a.m. — Toni Hopson. Cathryn Garrott.
Inus brr and Faira
Alexander;
•

9:40 a.m. — Margaret
Shuffett, Diane
Villanova, Ethelyne McCallon and Jane Fitch;
9:50 a.m. — Louise
Lamb, Marlha Sue
Ryan. .Euldene Robinson and Rowena
Cullom;

71
7:

10 sail: — Linda Alexander. Virginia Sehwettman, Betty Scott and
Lula Bingham;
10:10 a.m. — Nancy
Hav,eratock, Mary
Franc-4 Bell. Frances
Parker
and Della
9:20 a.m. — Betty
Stewart. Euvie Gibbs, Miller;
Madelyn Lamb and
10:20 a.m. — Chris
Evelyn Jones;
Graham, LaVerne
9:30 a.m. — Judy Ryan, Mary Belle
Latimer, Pam Mavity. Overbey and Elizabeth
Frances Hulse and Pol- Slusmeyer;
ly Seale,
10:30 a.m. — Frances

•
The crowd, one of the
largest ever at a
religious service in this
Communist country,
gathered at Vorona
monastery Sunday. arriving in cars, on horse
carts, by bicycles and
on foot.
Seeking converts in

J511E_U

leveitgela

public is against the
law, and Graham, .a
veteran of religious
work in Communist
countries, dealt -with
this limitation by urging
prayers for non-

a
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WHILE CUTTING WASTED
COFFEE BREAK TRAE AT LEAST
Now you can enjoy all the comforts and con•
fa,jhience of a coffee shop right in your own estabii
ent . . always available . .. no worry about
coffee' shop hours ... enjoy a snack at your. convenience
. 24 hours a day.
... when you want it
.. when you have time for it... with no lost time
going for it .. reduce wasted coffee break time
at least 50%.
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the bride, was the
flower girl.
Danny Johnson of
Murray, brother-in-law
of the groom, served as
best map. Groomsmen
were Winston Bruce and
Ken Freemyer
Jonesboro:
•
Ushers were Stephen
Bruce of Jonesboro,
brother of the bride, and
Jim Farris of Knoxville,
Tenn.
Mark Johnson,
nephew of the groom,
was ring bearer.
A reception, hosted by
the bride's parents,
followed in the
Fellowship Hall of the
church.
The table was
centered with an arrangement of dusty rose
and white pixie carnations and baby's breath.

of

CABLE

lins Atlantic I.-Platinum
7."Greatest Hits Vol I & II" Billy
Joel leolumbia
If Whitney Houston" 'Whitney
Houston I Arista s--Platinum
9 "Theater of Pain" Motley Crue
Electra Platinum
10.'7:14eart" Heart teapitoi --Gold
i More than 500.000 units sold i

COUNTRY SINGLES
1 "Modern Day Romance" Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band (Warner Bros )
2 "I FelL In Love Again Last
Night" The Forester Sisters
!Warner Bros •
3 Used to Blue" Sawyer Brown
ICapitol.Curbi
4 -Drinkin. and Dreamin'
Waylon Jennings RCA)
5. Lost in the Fifties Tonight

ATLANTIC -CITY,
N.J. (AP) — Actress
Cicely Tyson has joined
the panel of judges for
this week's Miss
America Pageant.
Miss Tyson and seven
other judges will
evaluate the 51 contestants during
preliminaries in talent,
swimsuit and evening

THE
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odd hot weer, stir for

HOT TEA
moment and 'Noy.

SAVE MONEY, TOO!
A few pennies per serer... This saves as much as SO% to 60% on,
every cup You Can now offer FREE &Ma Service Or. you can charge
and use preen for office collections, ponies or your favorite charities.
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J. B. Beverage
641 South, Hazel, Ky.
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Bel Air
Shopping
Center
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Ronnie Mikan RCA
6 Between Blue Eyes and Jeans'
Conway Tw itty • %/lamer Bros
7 She's Conlin Hack to Say Goodbye Eddie Itabbilt • Viarner Bros
8, "Meet Me in Montana • Marie
Osmond • Capitol-Curb)
9 "Cry Just a Little Bit • Sylvia
)RCA
10 With Just One Look In Your
Fveq" Charly McClain b:pic

gown competition this
week and conduct a
seven-minute interview
with each one, officials
said Sunday.
The pageant finals, to
be hosted by Gary Collins, will be televised
from Convention Hall
starting at 10 p.m.
Saturday.
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SHOWTIMES WILL BE
Wed., Sept. 11 at 7:00 p.m.
Thurs., Sept. 12 at 8:00 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 13 at 9:00 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 14 at 9:00 p.m.

Phone NOW for FREE Installation
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Just Call Murray Cablevision
And Say Sign Me Up!

MMHG HOT SOUPS
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JACK NICHOLSON
KATHLEEN TURNER
—7-PRIZ11'5—

You Can Watch This Thriller
In Your Own Home For Only $11.00

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

The. three-tiered wedding cake was topped
with rose and white
flowers.
-Mrs. Vicki Smock of
Jonesboro cut and served the- wedding cake.
Mrs. Kathy Farris of
Knoxville presided at
punch bowl.
Mrs. Caroline Brodell
kept the register.
The couple left later
for a wedding trip to
Red Apple Inn at Eden
Isle. They now are at
home in Jonesboro
where the groom is a
Speech Pathology
supervisor at the
Jonesboro Human
Development Center.
,The Rev. and Mrs.
Coy Garrett Sr. of Murray. parents of the
groom, hosted a rehearsal-dinner.

Actress will be p:idge

Stephen King's
Science Fiction Classic

DEADZONE

All you pay ,s for the Pass of S,,sclis ss selected and ordered by you'
We will supply you with such delightful. delicious snacks as

Mi

Wi

Hot record hits of week 'listed by magazine

Woman hanging out wash
OCEAN RIDGE, Fla.
( AP ) — Charlotte Duncan says she is willing to
go to jail if she must, but
she refuses to stop hanging out her washing.
A town ordinance forbids hanging laundry
from balconies,, windows, porches, and
stairs unless the area is
screened from the

IT

Mr. and Mrs. Coy Edwin Garrett Jr.

El-angelist Billy Graham on Romanian tour
VORON A, Romania
( AP ) — American
evangelist Billy
Graham,on a seven-city
Romanian tour, had to
limit his preaching
before a crowd
estimated at 30,000 people to conform to stateimposed strictures.

8

Mr. and Mrs. Hal Smith

Ladies events planned, Murray Club
Three events for the
ladies of the Murray
Country Club will be on
Wednesday, Sept. 11.
A luncheon will be
served at noon with Ann
Uddberg and Liz Pasco
listed as chairmen of the
hostesses. Reservations
should be made 'by
today.
Other hostesses will
be Jean Lindsey, Jana
Hughes. Jan Wilson,
Melissa McKendree,
Molly Booth, Sharon
Wells. Sharon Browh, Jo
Benson, Renee Wynn,
Charlotte Parker,
Shirley Homra and Marjorie Major.'
Bridge will be played
at 9:30 a.m. with Mary
D Hall tinted as the
hostess.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor
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-Corning community events are announced-NMonday,Sept.9
"Los Abismos de Pasion," a Spanish version
of Emily Bronte's
Wuthering Heights: will
be shown free as part of
International Film
Festival at 2:30 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m. in Curris
Center Theater, Murray
State University. ---Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
at 7 p.m. at club house.
---Parents Anonymous
will meet from 6 to 8
p.m. with child care provided. For information
call 762-6862, days, or
762-6851. Note change in
date from Tuesday to
Monday.
---AA and Al-Anon will
have cIosed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---Jackson Purchase
--Audubon Society will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Paducah Area Voca•
tional Center, 2400
Adams, Paducah.
----
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DATEBOOK

TuesdaY. Sept. 10
Skating party by
Carter and Robertson
Schools for PTO will be
from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Roller Skating of
Murray.
---Legion of Murray
Moose Lodge will meet
at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.

Tuesday,Sept. 10
Wednesday,Sept. 11
.Senior citizens ac- 1:30 p.m.
.11)
10315 -Charity Fund which supports
.SA,'QC plans meeting
at MurrayCity.S.ILHOlatt.
tivities will be at 9:30 Call
-Tik1vnaAT2.1JOIVs-Cli.ih. Telethon and
oway County
Marshall
The la,
Pur
i
has,. Section of the
a.m. at Dexter Center; Hospit
County 1.icliool for Exceptional Child
al.
ren FOr
Anwrican Society for (quality
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Control will nieet
more information contact Marsh
---a Fennel,
Thursday. Sept 12. at 7
p iii at Fittlirlii".• Inn,
Hazel and Douglas
pageant director. at 1-895-7850, or write
Hazel and Douglas Mayfield. Ralph
to Miss
Donnelly. plant manager tor
Centers; from 10 a.m. to Cente
kentucky CW A Beauty Pageant.
rs will be open
Box
943.
Ntarti
n
t
‘larie
tta
Paducah will speak about
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Paducah, Ky 42001
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. -Statist iik:T1
--awl Its Applii Morn
for activities by senior at the Martin
Ntariett a Plant
Northside Baptist citizens.
Vor more mita.Free blood [-nation contact Ted
Bagwell. 1 217 673(i. extenChurch Women will press
ure checks will be sion 251
meet at 7 p.m. at given
Meeting Number Thret• in a s4 • , it toot ,H
from 11 a.m. to 1
•
church.
Lt•che League will be Thursda ..
•
u pt 12 at 7
p.m. at Hazel.
).%.)% witmeet at 8 p.m.
p in at home of Belinda lilitiriert 94i31;
---Nor
---at Americifn Legion
The 11 ,•-•ern Kviitricky , • 'tip lit the NutlOrlat
thwood, behind ('ant's AMC Jeep 'rho
Baptist Women or
place will
Homemakers Clubs
Building, South Sixth Sinking Spring Baptist
AStiOCtittirri
markt1 with a blue li.grit The topic
Women will Meet ThlIrSday.
to tie
will meet* as folleSalt"and Maple Streets.
Sept 19. at \VestvIood "antI
Church will meet at 2 Potte
discussed will be -The Bab,. Al rives
Club. Paducah.
rtown at 10 a.m. at.
--The meeting will begin a• •• 1, in with thane
•Refreshments will be pro‘•ated and haloes are
p.m. with Wilma Colo
nial House
--Murray State Univer- Hartsfield.
Lingsfield speaking on "Stra'., . J.-, For Buildi
also welcome For transportation r all('huis_
ng
Smorgasbord; Harris
Harsity Women's Society
rison. 759-1647 For- bremst teeding
A Professional Image ' lunnef Will begin at 7
Infocrurition
Grove at 1 p.m. at Ellis
will have its annual
p.na with the cost of the meetin i..; being $15 per
Stephanie Peacock I. A ;i t 136-2227 "
Circles of First United Cente
r; South Pleasant
salad supper at 6:30 Methodist Church
person .lny woman executive who is interested
Grove with Freda Hump.m; in small ballroom Women will meet as
in attending this met•ting should cr•ntact t'arnien
phreys at 1:30 p.m.
of Curris Center.
Harper at Citizens Hank ,v Trust Company. Box
follows: Alice Waters at
The First District of the Kentucky Congress
---of
2400. pariiicii n. K
---church, Bessie Tucker
424H)2-214441. 4F call 1-114-6%21
Circles of First United
Parents and Teachers will host the sixth
annual
with Evelyn Jpnes and Meth
superintendent. principal and life membe
odist Church
An artist series faculrship
ty showcase recital will Maryleona "Frost with Women will meet as
dinner on Tuesday. Sept 17. at 7 p
in at
Janic
e
Kelly,
all
at
9:30
Southwest Calloway Elementary School, V.'
follows: Ruthwilson at
begin at 8 p.m. in. FarNlurrov Art•a_ Kocational School
is ell
will offur
Road. Murray Entertainment will be furnished
rell Recital Hall, second a.m., and Faith Doran church. Hannah with classes in retail sales training beginning
Monat
churc
h
at
2
p.m.
by The Deci-sions, a gospel group from
floor, Doyle Fine Arts
Paula Hulick and day, Sept h Thesrfclasses.will be oftered(torn
Melber
1
directed by Mrs. Sue McNeil For inform
Center, Murray State
Wesleyan with Helen to 5 p.m each day. Nloriday through Friday.
---ation
and
and reservations call Mrs. Linda Wrigh
',.ill end on (h-t 11 'Fins int Ludes 1241 hours
University. Admission
Mothers' Morning Out Beale. all at 7:30 ji.m.
t. presiof -ex,
dent. First District PTA. 1759 Monro
tensive training in employability skills. Limit
is $3 with proceeds to go will be at 9 a.m. at First
e
ed
.
Blankenship Circle of positions are available for .14,1, Tram:fig
Paducah. Ky 42001. or call 1-443.•ss40
toward music United Methodist
PartnerFirst United Methodist shiP-Participants A night I lass Will be availa
scholarships.
Church.
ble
Church Women will from Sept 16 to Nov 21 with classes from
------6 to 9
have
Health Express of
p.m.
a barbecue supper
0/1 MI)Ilday iiii.l TIIIIrsday .‘nyone inGroups of First Bap'Flit• Murray State I niversON Chesterested in attending the Retail Sales
Murray-Calloway Coun- tist Church WMU will at 6:30 p.m. at church.
Training
meet I.VerInesday, Sept, 11, froni
Class."'- should (-mita t
ty Hospital will be at Old meet as follows: Rebec
(•!•i
y
. p
Vocat
ional
Niississinn) loorn, Third Floor Curt
Imes Store at Almo ca Whittaker at 2 p.m.
West Fork Baptist School at 753-1N70.
I, Ccr.!ct
Church WMU will have
This t.", opi-n to all interested pe•r-or
from 9 toll a.m. and at with Mrs. Edgar
:,
Pride:
a
spoks
breakf
ernan
Ellis
ast
at
8:30
Cente
Kathl
a.m.
r,
een
Murray,
Jones at Seven
Tuesday.Sept. 19
Seas Restaurant at 5:30 at church.
Good Shepherd United from 1 to 3 p.m.
Communication Worker•s • of America, Local
---p.m.; Louella Beddoe
Methodist Church
10315. will sponsor the Miss Kentucky ('WA
Chapel Chimes of
Women will meet kit 1:30
Living With Diabetes Group at 6:30 p.m. with
The exhibition and salt- to be presehted
N,1 ,i - •
Memorial Baptist Beauty Pageant on Saturday.(let. 12. at 7 p.m. at
p.m. at church,
meting will be at 2 p.m. Patsy Miller.
ray State l.niversity by NIarsori I 11-a phi(
Paducah Tilghman High Sclutol Categorties
s
Church will have a lunfor
------in third floor classroom
been postponed. Tht• new dates of the exhibit
girls will be from 0 to 23 months.'2 to 3 VetrS.
ir,h
cheon at noon.
.E to
of Murray-Calloway
and sale, originally scheduled tor Sept 11 and
8 years, 9 to 12 years. 1% to IC years. and 17
Dorcas Sunday School
12.
Good Shepherd United
and
are to be announced Michael, Watts. d:rect4
County Hospital.
Class of First Baptist
,r
Methodist Church Men
Murray Bass Club will up. Boys' age categories will be 2 to 5 years and 6
Clara N1 Eagle Gallery at MS1 . stated ',nal fhe
---to 10 yt•ars. An proceeds will go to ('WA Local
Church will .have a meet at 6:30
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
p.m. at
exhibition-had to be postponed he, a
Story Hours will be at social at. 6:30
Jules,•
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
church. 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Sirloin Stock
The Eagle Gallery is to to- the 14.0ca., sponsor ,
ade.
---at Calloway Public
the event. For more innirmation
t the
---First Baptist Church
gallery at 762-3052.
Library.
WMU will meet at 9:30
Wedne
sday,
Sept.
11
---a.m. in chapel for Week
•
NEW YORK 1AP • MSU Chess Club will
Floral tributes and
PR:4! (717eCkN
of Prayer program.
Frank Sinatra returned
New. Providence meet from 6 to 11 p.m. in
wrapped parcels were
,Free
blood pressure.checks for- Sernor
to Carnegie Hall in what
Homemakers Club, will Mississippi Room,
f,all handed up at the end willbe given Wednesday.
Sept. 11. at 11 a -m Ii:
Jackson Purchase Ar- meet atl p.m. with Lisa Third Floor
has become an- annual
, durris 98
of the hour:and-a-half p.m. at Fiazel C'omm-unity
chaeological Society Spann.
Center Lum - h wtll he
early September stand
Center, Murray State
set and carried off by a servedat noon and the center
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
will bt oiieri Irian
- •-University.
TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) since his comeback stagehand and Sinatra. 10 a in to
2p m
Circuit Courtroom in
Murray TOPS (take
- Alf Landon turns 98 from retirement and left
---Graves County Cour- off pounds sensibly
Ladies day events at today, slowed by a hip with an armful of gifts.
)
thouse, Mayfield.
Club will meet at 7 p.m. Murray Country Club injury and fall but
He waved away two
still
---women who wanted to
at Calloway County will include golf at -9 as interested in politi
cs
Group I of First Chris- Health Center.
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. as when he was the 1936 hand up flowers after
tian Church CWF will
and luncheon at noon.
Republican presidential his opening songs
have a potluck luncheon . Murray Lions Club
"Where or When" and
nominee.
---.....
at 11 a.m. at home of will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Ladies day events at
Vice President "It's All Right with
Mrs. Walt Apperson.
Murray Woman's Club Oaks Country Club will George Bush plann
ed to Me." No other gift
---House.
include golf and bridge visit the Landons' givers tried to interrupt
Group III of First
---at 9:30 a.m. "
colonial -style ,home the concert Saturday
Christian Church CWF
Murray Star Chapter
after a ,lecture at Kan- night.
will meet a-7:30 p.m-. No. 4N3 order of Eastern
I,
Murray-Calloway sas State University in
1
th p
lli. .4N mg•1a.,..01.
I r .1
11 • 1•••
I Ir
rh•
••••
•.1
with Judy Eldredge.
la•
Star will meet at 7:30 County Ministeria
h•-•-• I,
4.•
.11,1.
1,
.
up di,
l nearby Manhattan.
bib tn. n
..f•
W.
0111
.....r.
317.
j......, th. ••••
r• 1-.•.
1.•
..
p.m. at lodge hall.
f ur I
Association will meet at
41.!
yrao •
"It impresses me that
I Arat IA I.
'alt•
(Cont'il from page 4)
he will be there on my
s31417
1.11141
1267
birthday," Landon said.
.73 III r
"If delicacy is a pro3250
11.511
IhiNi
"That's a real honor, blem, I could
.1f.i
15imo
1 4450
2510
;
iti 17/1/
dry the unhaving the president dies inside a
.4.7
211.14i
1550
131111
pillowcase,
.71
"sal
(Reag
an) come for my even though that
317,0
1710
111414
Ladies events at Oaks Brewer, Hazel Beale
seems
, Earlene Woods.
.1.52 !war
' 57IMI
95th and the vice presi- a bit archaic,
211544
2810
Country Club on Bronda Parker and
as
well
as
LinWinners of golf play dent this year."
Ii in
35041
131111
).•t%
!101141
Nlorra%
ri.
Wednesday. Sept.
amusing," she wrote.
da Oliver;
on Sept. 4 have been
111-7,
'tlio% I'
will include golf and
No. 4 Tee - Maxine released by Mary C.
bridge, both to be•
Pran
ger, Shelba Lamb, hostess, as
• • • ••
played starting at 9:30
• • • • • • • •• •
Barn
ett, Sallyann follows:
•••
a.m.
Sawye
r
and
Sue
Stone;
Championship Flight
Joyce Nunnally.
- alurrelle Walker.
phone 753-0334, will be
No. 5 Tee - Grace
firsel"
. Essie Caldwell,
hostess for bridge play. James,
Mary C. LAmb,
second;
Erma. Tuck Will_be Erma Taff and Linda
hostess for golf play. RUach;
First Flight - Mabel
• Those not paired and
No.6 Tee - Sue Wells, Rogers, first, Erma
desiring to play may Shirle
y Wade, Kathryn Tuck, second;
AER0E3IC 8c FITNESS CENTER
call Mrs. Tuck at Outla
nd and Mabel
Secon
For Men & Women
d
Flight
Mary
759-9833.
Rogers;
Wells, first, Doris Rose,
The lineup is as
1415 Olive St., Murray
No. '7 Tee - Lou second;
follows:
Darnell, Melva HatThird Flight - Hazel
•
No. 1 Tee - Laura cher, Irene Woods
and Beale, first, Linda
Parker, Doris Rose, Martha Butterwort
Oliver, second;
h;
Ada Roberts and
No. 9 Tee - Murrelle
Fourth Flight - LinFlorence Hensley;
Walker, Carolyn Parks, da Roach, first, Carolyn
No. 2 Tee - Burlene Essie Caldwell and Parks, secon
d.

Leche group t‘

Incct

Ban!, \\ ()Inc') will meet

PTA evenf

.SOutliwest

Clas.st --are scheduled

Chess Club will /nevi

Pageant will be .()ct.- 12

Exhihiti()n po.srp(mccl

Alf Landon
reaches
th(lav

Sinatrd dt Carnegie Hall

at 11;izel

60%-70% OFF LOOSE DIAMONDS

Oaks women plan events

LAST 2 DAYS
TO SAVE 50%!!!

Offer expires Sept. 10th, 1985

Looking *
for high
income? *
Consider
Putnam U.S.
Government
Guaranteed Securities
Income Trust

11.60%*

Ptirarr US see.'-. r
ca:-)t,i

•

YoL,
'• '•
•Monthly income
•An extra degree
of safety

ncome
'•-

•-•1 a

' •••
•

•Ready liquidity
•Affordability
• Active management

Edward 13:-Jones D Ca..
041hrfthr7s 1.4e.

MLA"

Vt'st_

Start Eat hs.pf, /hr
MfOrh1:11.s Siur,
tops
l
1,,,whtter

_
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Randall Saladin

522 West Main
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•MULTI-GYM •
•
•FREE
•
WEIGHTS •

JOIN NOW FOR '149
NAUTILUS
MACHINES
•BIKES
•ROWING
MACHINES

•LIFECYCLES

•
OPEN
•
Mon.-Fri.
•
9 a.m.-10 p.m.
•
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m. •
Our membership is almost full! Don't be left out!-Join now and •
•
SA
VE
15
$
0;
onl
y $149 for 12 months of the best exercise •
•
•
•in your life.
•
•
Expert
•
•
Supervision
•

Phone 753-6515

502-75:3-7401
•• • • • • • • • • • •
•

•
• • • • • • •• • • • •
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DR.GM

tips on what to do.
you for it. Many people with your
•,
DEAR DR. GOTT
What is being problem choose instead to use stool
done in way of research for a cure or softeners and suppositories, or to intreatment of M.S.?
crease dietary fiber in preference to
DEAR READER — Multiple scle- dilation, which must be repeated at inMiss Natalia Mitchell, New
rosis is a serious neuromuscular dis- tervals to be successful. Anal constricPeter
use for which no cause is known and tion is not necessarily a response to
Concord; Jerry- Nelson, 505
Gott, M.D.
rn universaj cure available. Hyper- the aging process. Constipation is.
North Fifth St., Murray; Miss
uric oxygen(the use of oxygen thera- however. By better controlling and
Jan Maupin, Rt. 1, Springville.
3y under high pressure) enjoyed_ a modifying your bowel movements,
Tenn.; Davy Hopkins, 223 South
.ransient therapeutic enthusiasm, but you may be able to function comfort12th St. Murray;
at a recent meeting of neurologists. ably for many years.
the technique was reported to be of litMrs. Frances Kirkland,
DEAR DR. GOTT — I had a knee
tle befefit.
Hazel; Mrs. Mary Outland, Rt.
PrEsently,'M.S. is treated by nursing operation where they went in with a
3, Murray; Mrs. Virginia,
support. This means that doctors try scope and tied the cord back up. My
Swann. 700 South 16th St., Mur- By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
to treat the symptoms(weakness, emir kripec_ap had been coming off for about
ray; T.G. Curd, Box 176. New
years. Is this operation
ergy, loss of mobility and other nerve
Concord; Mrs. Marjorie Tull,
DEAR .DR, GOTT — For the past disorders) to make the patient as inde- permanent?
Rt. 1. Kirksey.
three or four years. I have had what pendent and comfortable as possible.
DEAR HEADER — Any operation
• seems hke an internal itching sensa- Until the cause of the disease is of this type, when performed properly.
tion oceurring in my legs. The symp- known, a specific antidote is — unforis permanent. Naturally. you will
toms are worse at the end of the day, tunately — far in the future.
'
Ilvant to be somewhat cautious about
when I am sitting down or in bed. My
DEAR DR. GOTT — In some cases,
Frtlo•ra I •Ini•• Market Nes.,•ter%ia... Septentbrr 11.
own doctor doesn't seem to have much when one grows older, the anus tends stressing your knee in the future. You
,1111
19/4:.
informat
ion -about -this- problem-. rrn-- to-beceine smaller and the elasticity is may.be_expectect to perform strengthTrirrifia"••e.
Markel Reloorl In
female..Is there anything you can sug- pretty much gone. The bowel cramps ening exercises to ensure a good re_.. 11 hides 44 thuirui:
suft. The surgeon who operated on you
liereipt•
I r4:4
710I
rros.• & 4.111,
gest forihis miserable condition?
and it's very difficult to have good
.25 I MI 1.1wer ',ON• under 5410I1e. •Itrad
is the best source of advice regarding
er Simi
DEAR
READER
—
"Restless
legs" bowel movements. I have been told
lb... meal( 10 I iso lonier
is
a
disorder that may reflect the in- that a person can be put to sleep and what you can do to preveat_latther
• I 2 2111 21. lbs
$311.75 419.25
I• I 2 too Ill 11i.
creasingly poor circulation that dilated. Is this dangerous or is it mishaps.
9:49.75 39.75
•2 .4 210 1,II II..
$39.22, 39.71
comes with age. Exercise, medicine to successful?
Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
I • i I 2:0 270 b•
14:1ri.25 19.2.1
improve blood flow and the applicaDEAR READER — Although aWal -- P.O. Box 91428. Cleveland, OH 44101.
• I 2 2710
11r.
tion of heat (like a lap blanket) may dilation is both safe and effective. I Due to - volume
31.1ili
of mail, individual
• I 3 :um 4511 11....
$29.011 32.1111
help. lithe condition is really making cannot specifically recommend it in questions cannot
• I 3 4.51) :401 II,.
be answered. QuesAC4I.01133.511
you
miserable
ask
,
your
doctor
• I 3 os
to re- your case. Ask your family doctor for tions of general interest will be an!WO Ms
$33.511314.101
I • 2 :I MN. '010 lb..
fer
you to a cardiovascular surgeon, a referral to a surgeon who is familiar swered in future columns
142,4 elf 211.101
Roar. s25 Ill .!9 Ml
who may be able te -give you specific with the procedure and can evaluate
19115. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Newborn admissions and dismissals given

•

Newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday.
Sept. 6, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Hsu, parents, SeMing and Shiou-lien, 613 College
Courts, Murray;
Baby Boy East, parents. Kent
and Donna, 1015 East Blythe St.,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals'
Mrs. Sarah McNutt. Rt. 8,
Murray; Billie•Raspberry. Rt. 1.
Hazel; David Mitchuson,
Buchanan. Tenn.; Mrs. Regina
Evans, and baby boy. Rt. 2, Box
238A, Springville. Tenn.;
Miss Brittany Stalls. _C-2
Southside Manor; John Cannon,
1404 Hughes. Murray; Mrs.
Belva Bennett and baby boy. Rt.
1.:Sedalia;
Mrs. Clara Roberts, Rt. 4.
Murray: Lynn Lassiter. Box 253,
Murray; Mrs. Dora Houser. Rt.
1, Benton; Everett Massey. 221
South 11th St., Murray;
Mrs Mary Clayton, Box 247.
Puryear. Tenn.: Burley Kirks,
West View Nursing Home, Murray: Jimmy Pritchett. Rt. 1,
Dexter;
Joe Farley, Rt. 8, Murray;
Pat CarraNvay. 313 South Eighth
St.., Murray: Mrs. Imogene
Neale, 1104 Sycamore St..
Murray.
Ne.wb.orn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
Sept. 7, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Boy Wyatt. mother. Connie. Box 8, Dexter;

Baby Boy Hansard, parents,
David and Desiree. Rt. 1, Box
130, Stewart, Tenn.
Baby Girl Snyder, parents.
Donnie and Mary. Rt. 3. Box
371C. Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Stephanie Watkins, 1016
College Courts, Murray;
Timothy Thurmond, 1202 South
16th St., Murrayf---John Budgen,
106 South 13th St., Murray;
Mrs. Donna Hendrick and
baby boy, Rt. 3, Box 423, Murray; Miss Molly McLemore, Rt.
1, Dexter; Leon Hawks Jr.. Rt.
1, Sedalia;
L.C. Miller, 1663 College Terrace Dr., Murray; Mrs. Ora
Harder. 503 Elm St.. Murray;
Mrs. Luna•Wells, 807 Hurt Dr.,
Murray; Mrs. Lula White. 1606
Parklane Dr.. Murray.
————
Newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
Sept. 8, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Boy Pace. parents. Joel
and Connie. Box 437, Benton;
Baby Boy Jessie, mother,
Gwendolyn. Box 661, Paris,
Tenn.;
Baby Girl Gamble, mother,
Darlene, Rt. 1. Box 79, Kirksey.
Dismissals
Mrs. Cynthia Madding. 1105
South Ninth St.. Mayfield; Mrs.
Brenda Kimbel, No. 5 Dill's
Trailer Ct.; Miss Brandy Evitts.
Box 71, Milburn;
Mrs. Brenda Crouch and baby
boy, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Bobbie Parr and baby girl. Rt. 5.
Box 266, Benton; Miss Darla
Cass, Rt. 4. Box 54, Benton;
.

'Restless legs'
make her itch

Hog market

Hancock graduated from Sabine
High School in Liberty. Texas,in
1973 and entered the Navy in
1975.
He comes to recruiting from
Marshall, Graves, McCracken '\ the amphibious dock landing
Carlisle, Fulton and ship USS Anchorage,
Hickman Counties in Kentucky, homeported. in Long Beach,
and Massac County. Illinois.
Calif., with. deployments to.
Hancock's responsibilities as Japan, the Philippines, Korea,
a recruiter include informing Thailand,Hong Kong,Singapore
the young men and women in his and Hawaii.
district of the career and educaHis past duty stations include
tional opportunities in today's the Naval Air Station in Atlanta,
Navy.
.
Ga., and the attack aircraft carThe son of "LB." and Norma rier USS Saratoga. homeported
Jean Hancock of Kilgore, Texas, in Mayport, Fla., with
deployments to Spain, France,
-

Italy, Greece, Monaco.
Yugoslavia, Morocco, Kenya.
and Africa.
Hancock is married to the
former Donna Sue Adkins of
Kilgore, Texas. They have two
children, KimberleY, 6, and Tiffany, 5.
The Paducah station is part of
Navy Recruiting District Memphis which comprises more than
25 stations responsible for Navy
recruiting in western Kentucky,
the southern tip of Illinois,
western Tennessee , northeastern Arkansas, the
Missouri bootheel and
Mississippi.

Hancock new Navy recruiter
Calloway and its neighboring
counties have a new Navy
recruiter.
Navy Petty Officer First Class
Charleston B. Hancock reported
for duty recently at the Navay
recruiting station in Paducah.
Headquartered in the Century
Building at 17th and Broadway,
the Paducah station is responsible for :Navy recruiting in
Calloway, Livingston, Lyon,

Choppi joins MCCH staff
Joe Choppi, a native of
Rockford, Ill., has been named
director of housekeeping at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He succeeds Sara Dodson, who resigned the post
recently to accept a social work
position in Paris, Tenn.
Thirty-four laundry and
custodial employees make up
the hospital's housekeeping
department.
Choppi came to the Murray
Facility from Janesville, Wisc.,
where for the past year, he has
been executive housekeeper at
the Rock County Health Care
Center.
Previously, he was with Service Master, Inc.. a housekeeping and manage.mrt counsulting firm, in Oklah
a City
and Amarillo, Tex.,for 19 years.
Mrs. Chopp' is the former
Kathy Torrance of Des Moines,
Ia., and they have three
children. Paul, 20, lives in

Joe Choppi
Rockford. Nichol, 17, is a senior
at Murray_ High School. while
Sonya. 12, is a student at Murray
Middle School.
They will be making their
home in Murray at 1312
Kirkwood

Your Individual
Horoscope
Introducing MVP
Maximum Value Plans:
an innovative,costsaving health care
program for companies
like yours.
Today. companies with up to 100 employees'
have to work hard to keep overhead down.
That's especially true of health care insurance.
one of the largest expenses in most benefit
packages.
That.s why more and
more small to medium-sized
companies are selecting
MVP. Maximum Value Plans
—an innovative, cost-saving
health and life benefits
package from Blue Cross
and Blue Shield. the leader
in health care protection.

FOR TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER lu, 1985
ARIES
•
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
tfat
Your judgment may be off if you
mix business and pleasure today.
Choose a moderate course regarding
domestic interests. Accent security.

TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 26)
You're not on.the same wavelength
with in-laws now, though things .are
fine with "loved ones. Share responsibilities.
GEMINI
(May 21 to.lune 20)
Toeing the line will bring business
A•hertnerneni
progress today. Don't be vulnerable
to soft-sell tactics.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
When all is said and done, you'll
opt for a familiar haunt where you
can relax. Be diligent about monetary
matters.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Chicago, 111.—A free offer of
Concentrate on those things that
special interest to those who need to be tidied up at home base.
Don't be an easy mark in business.
hear but do not understand VIRGO
words has been announced by (Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You may not be seeing things
Beltone. A non-operating clearly
in romance, though matters
model of the smallest hearing involving friendships are especially
favored.
aid Beltone has ever developed LIBRA Participate in group even4s.
will be given absolutely free to (Sept.23 to 041.22)
A domestic situation may have you
anyone requesting it.
perplexed, but you're on sure footing
It's yours for the asking, so regarding career interests. Watch
carelessness after dark.
send for it now. It is not a real SCORPIO
,
hearing aid, but it will show (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Don't let someone in the name of
you how tiny hearing help can friendshi
p take advantage of you in
be. The actual aid weighs less business. Satisfy that urge to better
than an eighth ofan ounce,and yourself in academic areas.
SAGITTARIUS
it fits completely into the ear (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Hold your cards close to your chest
canal.
concerning ,monetary interests. A
These modeh are free, so plan will succeed, but you mustn't
we suggest you write for yours broadcast it prematurely.
CAPRICORN
now. Again, there is no cost. (Dec.22 to.lan. 19)
• You rould be in over your head in
and certainly no obligation. romance.
Don't be a willing victim to
Although a hearing.. aid may 'someone else's ploys. Friends,
not help everyone, more and though, you can count on.
AQUARIUS
more -people with hearing (Jan,24kao Feb. 19)
You may feel a loved one has let
losses are being helped. For
--down-- in - some way. 'Extra
your free sample write today concentration on work brings
the
to: Department 629/5 Bel- results you'desire.
PISCES
aosi•
tone Electronics Corporation. (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
••110f
Know
your
own
mind.
Don't be so
4201 West Victoria Street, impressi
onable. Work interests
Chicago,,IL 60646.
require careful attention. Attend to
children's needs

Hearing Loss
Is Not A Sign
Of Old Age.

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

zsgt

•
Tell me more about how to save money on my life and
health care package with MVP, the Maximum Value Plans

Stat.'

,
f •

.

Frances Drake

The key to MVP is its flexibility. It can be
custom tailored to fit your company's needs
exactly—with a variety of cost-sharing features like those of the biggest companies.
such as co-payments and deductibles.
Let a Blue Cross and Blue Shield
representative show you how you can save
money on your life and health care package
without lowering the quality of protection.
With MVP. the Maximum Value Plans. Use the
coupon below, call your local Blue Cross Blue
Shield office. or call. toll-free at 1-800-292-2583
for more details. In the Louisville area call
423-2729.

Mail to Blue Cross and Blue shield or.KentucKy
• wit?:Maximum Value Plans
P.O. Box 23700: Louisville. KY 4022

Ped Maras Ririe Cross ar..1Brue Sr.erd
MVP ts a serrde read. or Ripe Cross and
Blue Stueld of KEWille V

-

ggh
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.
111 81.1.111
/1
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OBITUARIES
Dick Spaulding dies Saturday
.•
Eugene E. (Dick) death by Mg
Spaulding, 90, of 905
Fairlane Dr., Murray,
died Saturday at 11:05
a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
He was a member of
First Baptist Church,
Murray. A veteran of
World War I, he was a
lifetime member of
Lodge No. 108 of Free
and Accepted Masons of
Paris, Tenn., and a
member of Paris
Chapter No. 129 of Royal
Arch Masons.
Born Aug. 16, 1895, in
Henry County, Tenn.-,he was the son of the late
Daniel Tolbert
Spaulding and Clemmie
Collins Spaulding.
He was preceded in

fircit wife
Mrs. Mary Bell Dunnington Spaulding on
March 31, 1973, one son,
Eugene E.Spaulding Jr.
on May 10. 1935, two
sisters, Lola Spaulding
and Grace Carter, and
four brothers, LEonarcr,
Collins, Dan flied
William B. Spaulding.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Myrtle
Brown Parker
Spaulding, 905 Fairlane
Dr., Murray; one stepson, Bill Parker and his
wife. Barbara, South
Sixth -Street. Murray;
several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be today at 4 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr.
Greg Earwood will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Ray Brownfield,
Richard Jonei, Rudolph
Smith, Ray Junior
Story, Charles Hale and
Allen Rose.
Burial will follow • in
Maplewood Cemetery in
Paris, Tenn.

Cooper (lies
here Saturday
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School hoard
ignores ruling FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
of high court
Peter N. Self, 86,
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
former resident of Rt. 5,
PIKEVILLE. Ky.
Murray, died Sunday at
Stock Market
3:45 p.m. at Pontiac (AP)- In 1980, the U.S.
Self (lies
in Michigan

Julius H. Cooper, 69,
of Rt. 4, Murray. died
Saturday at 3:40 a.m. at
West Side Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
Industrial Average
-5.05
Goodyear
Supreme Court ruled
28/
1
2 um.
Air Products
He was a clockmaker Nursing Center, Pon- that
53
I.B.M.
129% +1
/
2
it
'
is
unconstitu- Apple Computer
and a former brick tiac, Mich.
151/8
411erne°
tional to post the Ten
23/
1
4
His
wife,
Mrs.
Bytha
.411/,
American Telephone
mason.
Kmart
321/4 +1/4
Commandments in Briggs
d: Stratton
Born Dec. 27, 915, in Downs Self; died Sept.
JCPenney
'481
/4
49/
1
2 um.
public schools.- Nearly,
28,
1979.
Chrysler
Calloway County, he
38
Penwalt
five years later, the Cracke
383
/
4 -1/6
r
Barre
was the son of the late)He,. was a retired Perry
n
14
Quaker Oats
51% •/
1
4
Count
y
school
Dollar Gen. Store
William Franklin farmer and a member board
21 314
Scientific-Atlanta
13% •/
is ignoring the Durak
1
4
on
Cooper and Lora of Poplar Spring Baptist
121./.4 uric
Sears
opinion.
343/4 •/
1
4
E-Z-Em Inc.
Church.
Douglas Cooper._
Trades
Texaco
36% •%
The Kentucky Civil Ford
Born
Three deceased
44% -341
Jan. 7, 1899, he
Time Inc.
56/
1
2 une
Liberties Union is ask- For_urip.
___ Group_
brothers are Herman. Was
+.14
son of the late ing that
34% .%
4.,-.-S.Tebarco school
Officials
Cooper, Roy Cooper and William Self and MarWal-Mart
361/.4 +1
/
4
51% +3
be prosecuted, though General
/
4
Motors
tha Ann Darnell Self.
Virgil Cooper.
68/
Wendy's
3
4 - 1/e
16% •%
an attorney for the GenCorp, Inc
45% unc
Survivors are three Perry
Survivors are two
C.E.F. Yield
7.24
County board Goodrich
. 32 -Vs
daughters, Mrs. Judy daughters, Mrs. Roger says
he thinks the
Funderburg, (Fay) Camerson,
dispute can be settled
Landensburg, Pa., and Rochester, Mich., Mrs.
"amicably."
Thoma
s (Clara) Estep,
Mrs. Jane Cothran,
Like the commandSTOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
Murray; four grand- Auburn Hills, Mich.,
ments themselves, the
and
children. Lynne Cothran
Mrs. Carte Estep,
MEMB
ER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Supreme Court edict,
and Alan Cothran, Mur- Murray; one stepson,
Issued in a Kentucky
ray, and Ellen Funder- Robert Downs, Murray; case,
has met with mixburg and Christopher eight grandchildren; ed
obedience.
seve
Funderburg,
ral greatMrs. Irene Young, 84,
Perry County is the
Landensburg, Pa.; one grandchildren.
Rt. 5, Murray, died tolatest in a string of
sister, Mrs. Myrtle
day at 9:11 a.m. at
Max Churchill school districts that
Humphreys, Hazel.
Murray-Calloway CounFuneral Home will be in have approached the
Mr. Cooper was a charge of the funera
ty Hospital.
l stage of legal action
member of South Plea- and burial
Her husband, Fulton
over the commandsant Grove United arrangements.
Young, died Feb. 1, 1983.
ments. But so far,
Methodist Church
Born Aug. 6, 1901, in
districts have complied
where the funeral is toCalloway County, she
with the ruling rather
day at 2 p.m. with the
was the daughter of the
than actually go to
Rev. Bob Dotson oflate Axum Greene Cuncourt.
Services for James ficiating.
Music is by the
ningham and Helen
The question only
(Jamie) Keith Briggs, Church
Choir with TomCunningham.
arises if citizens com15, were Sunday at 2 my
Gaines as organist.
Mrs. Young was a p.m.
plain about the comat Trinity Full
The funeral for Mrs.
Pallbearers are R.L.
• member of First Baptist
mandments being
Gospel Church in Olive Cooper
, Gary. Cooper, Allyne Cross was Sun- posted, said
Church, Murray, and of Community
David
of Marshall Holmes Dunn, Richar
d day at 3 p.m. in the, Friedman,. a
Tullahoma, Tenn., County.
Louisville
Nesbit
chap
t,
Otto
el
Erwin
of
Collier Legal Aid
and
Chapter of Daughters of
Society atFuneral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Willard Hazel Lee Boyd.
American Revolution.
Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor
torney representing the
The
Rev.
Burial
will
Beasle
Mike Kentucky
follow in
y and the Rev.
. She is survived by one
Civil
Tomm
Libery Hoke, Music Director
daughter, Mrs. Doyle Randy Lee officiated. the church cemetery Fularman officiated.
ties Union.
Burial
with
was
arran
in-the
gements by
Ben(Judy) Richardson, Burial was in a
"They're probably
Bro. Greg Earwood
Tullahoma, Tenn.; one cemetery at Olive with J.H. Churchill Funeral ton Cemetery.
still up in a lot of
Home.
granddaughter, Miss arrangements by ColMrs. Cross. 81, Rt. 8, places," Friedman said,.
Helen Lynn Daugherty,. lier Funeral Home,
Benton, died Friday at but the KCLOTbecomes
Blacksburg, Va.; one• Benton.
6:55 p.m. at Marshall involved only if "we get
grandson, James EdCounty Long Term Care people from the comMr. Briggs, Rt. 1,
, ward Daugherty, -Hardin, died from
Center, Benton.
munity who say they are
inTullahoma, Tenn.; juries sustained
Her
membe
rship
was
still
up. They contact
in a
'several nieces and two-car collisi
at First Missionary us."
on at 9:30
nephews.
Baptist Church.
641 Highway North
When that happens,
p.m. Thursday at inMILWAUKEE (AP
The funeral will be tersection of Kentu
cky
She is survived by one the KCLU goes to the
Wednesday at 11 a.m. in Highways 949'and 1311. - Federal investigators
daughter, Mrs. Virginia state board of educathe chapel of J.H. Chursay the engines of a
tion, he said.
He is survived by his Midwest - Express Anderson, Benton; two
chill Funeral Home.
granddaughters, Mrs.
Burial will follow in the father. Robert E. Airlines DC-9 may-hold
Linda Anderson Moore
Brigg
s,
Murray City Cemetery.
Illinois; his the answer to why the
GRAVEL
of
Murray and Mrs. EtFriends may. call at mother, Mrs. Linda J. jet nosedived into a
We Haul
ta Lou Smith, Benton;
Hardin; one meadow just after
the ftuieral home after 4
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Coldwater
-sister, Karla Jones Ben- takeoff, killing all 31 -one grandson, Richard
p.m. Tuesday.
We can remove stumps up
Eugene Anderson,
Pit Gravel
ton; three brothers, people on board.
to 24 below the ground
Hender
sonvil
le,
Tenn.;
Robert Jeffrey Briggs,
435-4343
435 4343 or 435 4319
Parts from the Aftme fiv
e greatWe Now Haul Pit Gravel
Rt. 1, Gilbertsville, Joey type of engine as pro4354319
grandchildren.
'Briggs and Jimmy D. pelled the plane
were
Mills, Hardin; his found on the runwa
y,
grandparents, Mr. and but National TransporMrs. S.L. Price, Hardin, tation Safety Board
The funeral for Mrs. and Mrs. Edna Briggs, Chairman James
Rubi Jean Briggs, 22, is Jacksonville, Ill.
Burnett said it had not
today at 1 p.m. in the
been determined if the
chapel of Filbeck-Cann
turbine compressor
Funeral Home, Benton.
blades were from one of
Durable medical equipment
Burial will follow in
the airliner's twin
Bethel Cemetery.
for the home
engines.
Mrs. Briggs, Rt. 1,
Flight 105 had climbFinal rites for Phillip
• Hospital beds (manual & electric)
Gilbertsville, died from (Mountain)
Bonner ed to an altitude of 900
• Manual & power wheelchairs
injuries sustained in a were Saturd
ay at 3 p.m. feet Friday before
two-car accident Thurs- at Barnet
• Patient lifts
t Cemetery, crashing a half mile
day-at ,9:30 p.m. at in- The Rev'.
•
Alternating pressure pads with
-from
.the
runwa
y.
• ,
Layne
tersection-oLKentucky Shanklin officiated.
The plane's cockpit
pumps
Highways 949 and 1311.
voice recorder and the
Bathro
•
aids
om
and safety
Pallbe
arers
were Hal
She was a 1981
flight data -recorder
equipment
Cunni
ngham
,
Mike
Cungraduate of Marshall
ningham, Junior Pitt- were recovered.
•• Honeywell and Cloud 9 air
County High School.
Although the voice
man,
Kelly
Gene
our,fic_ation systems
Woods
,
Survivors are her husrecorder's case, was
• IVAC En,lerat feeding pumps
band, Robert Jeffrey Bill Davis and James damaged, it was funcBriggs; her mother, Rose.
• IVAC IV controllers and infusion
tional, Burnett said.
Mrs. W.O. Dismore,
Blalock -Coleman
The flight data
Gilbertsville; her Funeral Home was in recorder was an old
• Hollister ostorny products
father, William Ray Ed- charge of model and will not pro(Inc
• P
ludi
ng
End
I.niPSer wound care products
Hollist
owe
d
mundson, Calvert City; arrangements.
vide as much technical
one sister, Mrs. Tamara
Home respiratory care
Mr. Bonner. 34, died information as newer
Elrod, Gilbertsville;
Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at versions. "There is a
equip
ment and supplies
(Including Installation)
one brother, Michael
Elvis Presley Trauma whole lot it cannot do,"
O'Risky, Mt. Vernon, Center
4! Oloolen tanks
, Memphis, Tenn. he said. The NTSB has
Ind.; grandmothers.
urged the Federal Avia• Oxygen concentrators
Mrs. Ruby Pfingston.
He is survived by one tion Administration to
APPeProllsmachines
Gilbertsville, and Mrs. brother, David Bonner require more
:
ulizer therapy
Martha Edmundson, and his wife, Mary, Rt. sophisticated recorders.
1, Murray.
Benton.
he said.
Upon delivery of the prescribed'
equipment the patient is instrpcted,in
its proper use Then on a monthly basis
our qualified therapists check the
eg,jipment and the patient
,
We service and maintain our equipwont and if a pr,r4)lem should arise. our
(Offer Ends 9/27/85)
24-hour emergency phone means ser•,
.,i s. a few rnil/tr
r
c Away

Mrs.. Young
dies today
in hospital

the

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

REVIVAL

Sept. 9th-13th

Briggs rites
held Sunday

Mrs. Cross'
funeral held
in Benton

7 p.m. nightly

Bro. Greg Earwood
Speaker

Scotts Grove
Baptist Church

Investigators

probe crash
of DC9 jet

Everyone Welcome!

EVAIAND
MEDICAL

Mrs. Briggs'
funeral today
in Benton

Don't Put Off
Until Tomorrow
What NEEDS
•
To Be Done Today.

Bonner rites
held Sunda)

caring
is our business

Take Advantage of Our
September Special

2 Spaces

Care)

Plus Companion Marker

Only $1759

SERVICE SPECIAL

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

$8•88*

•Over 100 in stock •No Rainchecks
•Installation Available at an additional charge.

Check Our Prices On Struts

MUFFLER SPECIAL

$29.95*

Installed

*Original equipment type •Double wrapped
•Alumunized Shell •Whisper Quiet Sound
'Most American cars and pickups. Many Foreign cars.

BARRETT'S SERVICE
CENTER
(1 Block North
of the Court Square)

200 N. 4th St.

*$199 Down and
12 monthly
payments of $130

*No Finance Charge

Call 753-2654 or stop by
Monday-Friday, 9-5

Murray
Memorial
Gardens
_North of Murray on Hwy. 641

Home medical electronics
• TENS or).0., ant() sopows
• Electric home bloodpressure
oraitorinq..
•
• Ames alucometers a home blood
qii;roso monitorino system
• infant monitors with a proven
bisloty of reliability accuracy and
.-iase of operation These units
fe,tture both visual and t.rdible
v% 1'ile monitoring the infants
•,,V
lnd respiration

H LLAND MEDICAL
107 South Fourth St. Murray. Ky. 42071
(S02)753-1463
1914 fironTiwny Poductih, Ky 47001.
(502)442-6311
CALL COLLECT 24 hours a day
41;

-,-•••••••••••••••••••••.**"`
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Memphis State licks
chops after watching
Racers slip by SEW)

Racers, Colonels
serve notice to
rest of conference

Thank goodness sound doesn't carry from
Memphis to Murray. Otherwise Racer football
fans might have been -Subject to the slurp slurping of an entire squad of Memphis State
licking their chops over the weekend.

Associated Press
Murray State and.Eastern Kentucky served
notice to their Ohio Valley Conference counter,
parts that they again will be forces in the
league's title chase with impressive victories
during the football season's first full weekend
of play. ..

covering 4
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

After the scary way the Murray State team
disposed of Southeast Missouri at home. 33-25, it
would by understandable if the Memphians
didn't take the Racer serious next Saturday.
"li 1 %%as Memphis State right now;' said Murray iissistant head coach Mike Mahoney after
Saturday's M in. "I'd he excited. Right now we
aren't playing very good defense. We let two
teams score -ft; points against us the past to
games and that's not good at all. We'rtl letting up
on too many big plays and you can't let up
against good teams and hope to win
\1St defensive seeondary coach Keith JOnes
said the bottom line tor the Racer 'IV was it had
to get better. (
•
• - Ae've got to g-et better, there's no ands, ifs or
buts about it What it boils down to is wt must get
. better in our secondary. If I was Memphis State,
I'd be licking my chops.
. Right how.I'M afraid of any team with a deep
pass. not because we can't cover it. but because
we keep making the same mistakes over and
over '
The SEMO offense, which must be cornplimentede for not giving up despite trailing 23-7
at halftime picked the MSC' defense apart in the
second half with TD tosses of 22- and six-yards by
Jeff Brown
Brown also threw a 35-yard
totichdown pass'in the second quarter and rUshed
for a two-yard score in the fourth after setting up
his run with long rushes by Anthony .lackson.
Mahoney says it's a matter Of time before thy
Racer defense breshes. Plus. SF:MO out-sized the
Murray defensive line by about 10 pounds per
man
But that's something we're going to see more
of all year_jong." he lamented. "We'll be going
against bigger lines this year and it's hard to get
used to. especially after the size we had last year.
Memphis-- State has one guard that _goes 310
!pounds and a tackle next to him that is
290-something.
•'We're going to have to start stopping people
because we can't count on the offense to outscore everybody every game. •
Alio% e
Southeast
Nlissouri's Todd Fields
Frank Beamer. head coach of the Racers, said
10) experiences the
perhaps his team got a little over-confident after
punters' nightmare
building-as substantial lead against the Division II
when Murray- State's
opponent. But that's no excuse, he countered.
- We're not good enough to relax against
Tim Broady crashes
anyhody.'• Beamer said.'We've got to be intense
through to block this
..the entirt game As well as we played in the first
kick for a safety.
half defensively. SEMO came back and played
(Right) Redshirt
that well in the second half offensively. Either
freshman tailback
SEMO had a very good game plan or we got
Rodney Payne (28)
knocked around up front. Either way,they had us
.driy es for a few more
on the run tonight "
yards during. Satur.:'
day's record-tying perWhile tne Racers may be worried about being
formance. Payne
on the run defensively, they have few objections
scored four touchdowns
to being orithe run offensively.
for 24 of NISI 's 33
Redshirt freshman tailback Rodney l'ayne.
ppintt. to tie school
poking.ao impression of Willie,Cannon during -his -records for
t
freshman season, tied the school record for most
touchdowns and points
touchdowns 4 and most points 1 24 duratg a
in a single game.
single game Payne scored once from two yards
Photos by Jim Rector
out and three times from the one to turn back the
Indians Saturday
As a freshman two years ago. Cannon did the
same thing against Morehead State. scoring four
touchdowns and running for 155 yards.
Payne as a few steps behind in his imitation,
rushing for only 115 yards on 20 carries.

Big Plays

Murray State. now 2-0, flexed its offensive
muscle in a 33-25 non-conference victory over
Southeastern Missouri. while four-time defending OVC champion Eastern Kentucky opened
its season by taking the early league Wad with a
'16-6 win over Akron Saturday.
Middle Tennessee State, which tied
Itturray State for second place last season, was the
only other OVC team to taste victory in its
season-opener with a 37-6 drubbing of LenoirRhyne.
In other openers. Tennessee Tech dropped its
12th straight game over the past two seasons.
falling 35-7 to Nevada-La-s- VegaS. Austin -Peay
fell to Cincinnati 31,9, Morehead State was
defeated 27-10 by Marshall and Youngstown
State lost a 27-22 decision to Eastern Michigan,
Rodney Payne rushed for 115 yards and his
four touchdowns tied a Murray State record as
• the Racers spoiled Southeast Missouri's season
opener.
Murray State. 2-0, piled up 16 points in the second quarter With Payne -scoring on a pair of
1-yard runs, and linebacker Tim Broady
a punt in the Southeast Missouri end zone
blocked
for
a safety.
Quarterback Kevin Sisk connected on .11 of 22
passes for 164 yards to become Murray State's
second all-time leader in passing --artage:-Sisk
-.has 3,586 career yards in two seasons, behind
leader Larry Tillman's 5,037.
Thanks to a 43-yard run by freshman Elroy
. Harris and the accurate toe. of Dale Dawson.
Eastern Kentucky has assumed its customary
position atop the OVC standings.
•
Harris pushed the Colonels into the lead
Saturday with his scoring scamper. and
Dawson booted field goals of 29, 41 and 40 yards
as Eastern Kentucky claimed a 16-6 league victory over Akron's Zips.
Akron quarterback Vernon Stewart passed
for 197 yards in.c'ompleting 16'of 28 passes. but
was intercepted three times.
Middle Tennessee State, which reached the
Division I-AA playoff's semifinal round last
season. unleashed- a devastating ground glimt,
on Lenoir-Rhyne's Bears.
Junior tailback Dwight Stone scored threetouchdowns and tailback Gerald Anderson rail
for 154 yards on 20 carries to spark the Blue
• Raiders. Austin Peay .fared no better with Cincinnati
as Bearcat running back Reggie Taylor ran for
• 138 yards and scored two touchdowns.
Austin Peay got all its points on turnovers as
linebacker Scott Fox recovered &Taylor fumble in the end zone in the second quarter and
safety Ron Shegog tackled Taylor in the end
zone for a safety in the third quarter.
Quarterback Carl Fodor passed for 292 yards'
and . three touchdowns . to lead Marshall, 2-0,
past Morehead State. ,
MIssouri-MUrray St.
SE MissOuri
Murray St.

,
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MHS freshmen
blank Trigg
16-0 Saturda

CCHS runners
place 4th, 7th
in invitational

Eric Massengale and
Ricky Garland scored
touchdowns on the
ground ta-pase the Murray High freshman football team to a 16-0 victory over visiting Trigg
County on Saturday.
The game, postponed
from Thursday because
of rain. saw Massengale
and Garland rush for
touchdowns and
Garland score two
points on a conversion
play. The other two
points came on a safety
in the third period when
Trigg County snapped
the ball out of the end
zone on a punt play.

Calloway County
cross country teams
brought home a 4th
place and a 7th place
from Saturday's invitational meet at Marshall
County.
- The Lady Lakers
placed fourth behind the
9th place finish of Pam
Knight. Amy Ferguson
-"was 24th, Connie Ross
25th. Janna Wilson 30th
and Marcia Grimes 37th
for Calloway.
Providence yon the
12-team girls division
with 28 points. Calloway
scored 123 behind runnerup Fort Campbell
and third place Marshall County.
The Lakers, running
without No.4 runner
Kevin Garland who is
out with a sprained
ankle. placed 7th out of
-16 -teams. Mark
Charlton and Timmy
Manning cape in 20th
--And 21st, respectively:
AthjIp Ranclx_Stansiwas
264h. Scott Nix and
Mark Watkins were the
other _Calloway scorers.
Both Calloway squads
bost St Mary's apd Mar--shall County "In a trimeet Tuesday.

Gil Johnson, MHS
freshman coach, said
his team effort wasn't
what he would have
preferred in the second
half. -The first half we
looked good on offense.
We were pretty much
able to do what we
wanted. The humidity
caught up with us-in the
second half, though, and
after that we didn't look
too good."
Thursday the Tigers:
host Marshall County.at
6:30 p.m.

Takedown By Tony

Tony %midi,.(i managed to get Southeast Missouri quarterback Jeff Brown (15) in his clutches and
dropped the Indian to pre% ent a tu o,point conversion which would have given'SEM()a one-point advantage late in Sattirday's game. Moodie. a junior,outside linebacker for Murrify State, alsir blocked an
-xtra -point kick in the fourth quarter.
Staff photos by Jim Rector
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Parker to testify he used 'recreational' cocaine in drug trial
•
cinnati Enquirer about his court appearance.
Tom Reich, Parker's agent, said the outfiel
der
"I'm not looking forward to it, but it's something
will testify that he purchased cocaine and admit
I have to do. It's something I have to put behind
he used the white powder while playing for
the
me."
Pirates. Reich said Parke4stopped using drugs
Los Angeles Dodgers infielder Enos Cabell
before joining the Reds prior to the 1984 season
,
testified Friday that he and Parker shared codoing so without counseling or a rehabilitation
caine in a Pittsburgh hotel room while Parker
program.
played for the Pirates and Cabell for the Houston
Parker has refused this season to discuss his
Astros. Cabell's testimony marked the first time
testimony before a federal grand jury that inthat Parker had been publicly accused of using
dicted seven Pennsylvanians, including former
drugs.
Philadelphia Phillies clubhouse caterer Curtis
"He gave it to me. He and I used it," Cabell • Strong
, on drug charges:Parker was among at
said of Parker.
least 12 players to have testified under immuni
ty
"That's true, and I guess I'll be talking about
about baseball's cocaine problems.
that in my testimony," Parker told the Enquir
er.
Strong. 38, worked briefly this season as a

By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (API — The lawyer for Dave
Parker, the National League's Most Valuable
Player in 1978, said his client will testify at a
federal drug distribution trial that he purchased
cocaine and was a "recreational" user of the
drug.
The Cincinziati Reds outfielder, who played
from the Pittsburgh Pirates from 1973 through
1983, would be the latest in a long line of major
league stars to testify about baseball's cocaine
scandal.
His testimony was expected sometime today.
"It's. going to be tough," Parker told the Cin-

caterer in the Phillies' clubhouse before being
asked to quit. He is charged with distributing cocaine on 16 different occasions between 1980 and
1984 when the Pirates played home games
in
Pittsburgh.
The Pirates have never confirmed rumors.
widespread at the time, that they didn't activel
y
seek to re-sign Parker after the I983 season
because they suspected he was using cocaine
New York Mets, first baseman Keith ficir- •
nandez testified last week that he was traded by
St. Louis to the Mets three weeks after being
warned in 1983 by Manager Whitey Herzog that
the Cardinals would trade or benctrcocaine users
who failed to admit they had a drug problem.

National League

SCOREBOARD

Cobb's record receives reprieve from Rose
The Associated Press
Ty Cobb's record won
a reprieve from Wrigley
Field, but not before
Pete Rose saw to it that
Cobb only shared
baseball history after
hOlding it for 57 years.
In a game called
because of darkness
after nine innings, the
Chicago Cubs and Cincinnati Reds tied 5-5
Sunday. In the part that
everyone will
remember, Rose had
two line-drive singles to
tie Cobb's record hit
total of 4,191. Cobb's last
season was 1928.
Rose had a chance to
finish the mark off completely, but struck out
with the game tied, two

runners on and none out
In the ninth inning. "I
thought we'd win it right
there," Rose said, "but
it was getting kind of
dark. But I could see the
ball."
Rose said he never
thought of sacrificing in
the situation. "No,
because we intend to
play the game with the
philosophy that we don't
want to take the bat out
of (Dave) Parker's
hands," he said. "If I
bunt the runners over,
they walk Parker."
Rose will try to pass
Cobb in Cincinnati,
where the Reds will
open a 10-game homestand with a four-gam'

series with San Diego.
Dave Dravecky, a lefthander, is the probable
Padres starter tonight,
so Rose will likely play
Tony Perez at first and
try for the mark against
LaMarr Hoyt on
Tuesday.
Rose was planning to
rest and play Perez Sunday, but the Cubs'
scheduled starter, lefthanded Steve Trout,
was injured in a bicycle
accident. A righthander substituted for
Trout, and Rose was
back in the lineup.
In other National
League games, it was
Atlanta 7, St. Louis 3;
Philadelphia 9, San

Diego 7; and Montreal 9,
San Francisco 6.
Mets 4, Dodgers 3
Mookie Wilson, starting in center field for
the first time since June
28, hit the first pitch of
the 14th inning over the
left-field wall to move
the Mets to within a
half-game of the lead in
the NL East.
"I felt like a rookie
again," said the 29-yearold Wilson, who had arthroscopic shoulder
surgery on July 3. "I
was a little jittery. I was
surprised I was even in
the starting lineup."
Carlos Diaz. 4-3, the
third Dodger pitcher,
took the loss. Doug Sisk,
4-5, the Mets' fifth pit-

cher, earned the
victory.
Braves 7, Cardinals 3
St. Louis lost to Atlanta for the second
straight day. Pinchhitting, Bob Horner
broke his bat on a basesloaded triple that turned
around a 2-1 Cardinals
lead in the seventh

Horner was batting
for starter Joe,Johnson,
4-0, who had doubled in
the Braves' first run.
"We're a different
ballclub right now than
we were three weeks
ago," Horner said of the
Braves, who are 8-5
under new Manager
Bobby Wine.

Blue Jays hang on for 10-9 win, lead in AL East
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer
•
Good pitching stops
good hitting, says an old
baseball axiom. But as
the Toronto Blue Jays
found out, bad pitching
can almost beat good
hitting.
Lloyd Moseby ripped
a pair of two -run
homers, Jesse Barfield
hit a three-run blast and
Damaso Garcia added a
two-run shot that
powered Toronto to a
big lead that the Blue
Jays' almost blew Sunday in a 10-9 victory
over the Minnesota
Twins.
"To go into the ninth
inning leading 10-4 with
the bullpen we have, we
should have won it
easy," Barfield said.
"But a win is a win and
we need all the ones we
can get right now."
First-place Toronto
remained 11,4 games
ahead of New York in
the, American League

American League
East as the hot Yankees
beat Oakland 9-6. Next
Thursday night, the
Blue Jays begin a fourgame seris in New
York.
In other AL games,
Kansas City outlasted
Milwaukee 13-11 in 11 inrungs; California beat
Baltimore 7-4 in 11 innings; Chicago tripped
Texas 7-6; Seattle downed Detroit 6-2; and
Boston bopped
Cleveland 8-1.
Yankees 9, A's6
Phil Niekro won the
299th game of his career
on a day when New
York pinned the loss on
Jose Rijo, who was born
on May 13, 1965 — the
day Niekro won the first
game of his majorleague career with the
Milwaukee Braves.

Ron Hassey drove in
four runs with two
doubles and two singles,
and Dave Winfield and
Dan Pasqua homered to
help the Yankees win
their ninth straight
game and 20 of 24.
Niekro, 15-9, won his
fifth straight decision.
He pitched six innings,
allowing five runs on
four hits.
Royals 13, Brewers 11
Steve Balboni hit a
two-run homer in the
bottom of the 11th inning
that enabled Kansas City tn finally beat
Milwaukee.
The victory kept the
Royals 11,4 games ahead
of California in the AL
west. The two teams
begin a three-game
series tonight in
California.

The host Royals were and Bob Boone later
ahead 5-0 after three in- delivered run-scoring
nings, 11-6 going into the singles.
seventh and in front
The Angels rallied for
11-10 entering the ninth. two runs in the ninth inBut with Greg Pryor ning that tied the game
on first base and one out 4-4. Daryl Sconiers hit a
in the 11th, Balboni's pinch-double with one
drive landed just inside out and scored on a
the left-field foul pole single by Juan Benifor his 31st homer. The quez. Miller grounded
blast off Rollie Fingers, into a forceout at second
1-6, was Kansas City's with the bases loaded,
18th hit of the game. producing the tying run.
Milwaukee also had 18.
Eddie Murray's RBI
The Brewers tied the double keyed an Orioles'
game in the ninth on three-run rally in the
Randy Ready's two-out, sixth and hit his 26th
RBI single off Dan home run in the eighth.
Quisenberry.
Angels 7, Orioles 4
Gus Polidor singled in
his first major league
at-bat, leading off a
three-run 11th inning
that helped California
break a three-game losing streak.
Polidor scored on second baseman Alan
Wiggins' throwing error, and Darrell Miller

Both Super Bowl teams open up as losers

-

By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
The championship teams — San Francisco and
Miami — and their glamour quarterbacks — Joe
Montana and Dan Marino — saw the other side of
the National Football League on opening day.
Taking their places at the top of the QB heap, at
least for one week, were Mark Malone, Jim
McMahon, Bill Kenney and Eric Hippie.
The defending Super Bowl champion 49ers and
the team they vanquished last January, the
Dolphins, were upset losers Sunday. San Francisco fell 28-21 at Minnesota and Miami dropped
a 26-23 decision in Houston, with both games being decided in the final moments.
Malone, McMahon and Kenney made sure that
their teams didn't have to worry about late
rallies by the opposition, however.
Malone threw for five touchdowns, tying a Pittsburgh record, and ran for another as the
Steelers overwhelmed the Indianapolis Colts
45-3. McMahon tossed a pair of TD passes and
ran for two more scores as Chicago took Tampa
Bay 38-28, and Kenney had 379 yards and three
touchdowns through the air in Kansas City's
47-27 victory over New Orleans.
Elsewhere, it was St. Louis 27, Cleveland 24 in
overtime; Detroit 28, Atlanta 27; Los Angeles
Rams 20, Denver 16; New England 26, Green
Bay 20; Seattle 28, Cincinnati 24; New York
Giants 21, Philadelphia 0; Los Angeles Raiders
31, New York Jets 0, and San Diego 14, Buffalo 9.
Vikings 28,49ers 21
San Francisco, which lost only one game last
season, equalled that in the first week with a
sloppy fourth quarter. The 49ers led 21-14 when
Wendell Tyler's third fumble of the game was
scooped up by Doug Martin, who ran 29 yards to
the 49er 1. Alfred Anderson scored, then Derrick
Harmon fumbled the ensuing kickoff.
Ted Brown's 10-yard run with 1:49 to go then
won it for the Vikings.
Oilks 26. Dolphins 23
Marino, who snatered an NFL record v.1(h..4.A.,
touchdown passes last season, didn't have any dfi Sunday. After completing 13 of 24 throws for 159
yards, he was yanked in the fourth period in
favor of Don Strock, wbose 67-yard TD pass to
Mark Duper gave Miami a 20-16 lead.
Houston, 3-13 last year, used two scoring runs
by Mike Rozier, the last from a yard out with 25
seconds to go.

Steelers 45, Colts 3
Malone, the fourth starting QB for Pittsburgh
in four opening days, hit Louis Lipps three times
for scores and nine times overall. John
Stallworth had a 6-yard scoring catch and Rich
Erenberg added an 11-yarder as Malone hit 21'of
30 attempts for 287 yards in his best day as a pro.
Cardinals 27, Browns 24, OT
Neal Lomax led a last-ditch rally, guiding St.
Louis 63 yards on four plays in only 34 seconds to
tie the game with four seconds remaining on a
5-yard toss to a wide-open Pat Tilley. In overtime, the Cardinals marched 46 yards to set up
Neil O'Donoghue's 35-yard field goal.
Cleveland had gone ahead 24-17 with 35
seconds left on Gary Danielson's second, TD
pass, a 25-yarder to Ozzie Newsome
Rams 20, Broncos 16
Former Heisman Trophy winner Charles
White scored on an 8-yard run with 2:07 remaining to win the game for Los Angeles.

IFIRYDULINEWASN'TYOUR
FIRSTROOF,MAKE rr YOUR LASE
Corrugated
Asphalt
Roofing
•ideal For
New Roofing
Onduline •Less Condensation
than metal
•Lifetime Limited Warranty
Stock Colors - White, Colors Available:
Brown-Silver-Reci.elue•Grostn-Tan-Black

U.S. Open has
upset victors
on both sides
NEW YORK (API —
Convincingly destroying
the label of loser, Ivan
Lendl thrashed topseeded John McEnroe
7-6, 6-3, 6-4 Sunday to
capture the U.S. Open'
men's 'singles
championship
The victory gives
Czechoslovakia a sweep
of the major titles in this
Grand Slam tournament. Hana Mandlikova
won the women's
singles on Saturday by
edging Martina
Navratilova 7-6, 1-6, 7-6.

Your Personal
Property
=7-)

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
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Major League Baseball Standings
Major Lama Baseball
Minnesota at Chicago, in
AMERICAN LEAGUE
New York at Milwaukee. n
East Division
Kansas City at California. in,
W L
Pd.. GB
Cleveland at Seattle. n
Toronto
85 51
625 —
Texas at Oakland. ,n New York
83 52
615
14
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Baltimore
71 62
534 124
East Division
Detroit ,
71 64
526 l34
W L
Pct
GB
Boston
67 69,
493 18
St Louis
82 52
612 Milwaukee
60 75
444 244
New York
82 53
607
4
Cleveland
49 88
.358 UN
Montreal
73 62
541
64
West Division
Philadelphia
6665
493
16
Kansas City
77 58
Chicago
570 —
64 70
478 IS
Californa
76 60
Pittsburgh
559
14
43 90
323 364
Chicago
68 67
504
9
West Division
Oakland
68 69
Los Angeles
496 10
78 55
586 —
Seattle
63 73
Cincinnat
i
463 144
70 63
526
It
M uwesota
61 74
San Diego
452 16
70 65
516 9
Texas
49 86
Houston
363 28
65 69
485 134
Saturday's Games
Atlanta
58 76
433 204
Boston 11. Cleveland 9. 1st game
San Francisco
53 /41
396 254
Boston 7. Cleveland 4, 2nd game
Minnesota 6 Toronto 3
Saturday's Games
Chicago 9. Cincinnati 7
Seattle 12, Detroit 5
Los Angeles 7. New York 6
Baltimore 4. California 3
Philadelphia 2 San Diego 0,
New York 3, Oakland 2
Montreal 7 San Francisco I
Chicago 3. Texas 2
Atlanta 3. St Louis 1
Kansas City 7, Milwaukee 4
Pittsburg
h 7 Houston
•
Sunday's Games
Seattle 6, Detroit 2
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 5. Chicago 5 tie 9 Innings
Toronto 10, Minnesota
darkness
Atlanta 7 St Louis 3
New York 9. Oakland 6
New York 4, Los Angeles 3. 14 innings
California 7. Baltimore 4. 11 innings
Philadelphia 9, San Diego 7
Boston 8, Cleveland 1
Montreal 9. San Francisco 6 10 innings
Kansas City 13,Milwaukee 11. 11 irmings
Only games scheduled
Chicago 7. Texas 6
Monday's Games
Monday's Games
San Diego (Dravecky 11,9i at Cincinnati
Detroit (Mahler 0-0 t at Toronto I Key 11-61.
mMrGaf
n
figan 1.2 , in.
Baltimore (Boddicker 12-141 at Boston (Hurst
Los Angeles t Welch 10-3, at Atlanta
10-101, In1
McMurtry
0,3,. in,
Minnesota /Butcher 9-12i, at Chicago I
Bannister
Chicago .Fogitenot 5-8. at St Louis $ Kepshire
6-12t, in
10-8.
New York -c Bystrorn 3-2-i at Milwaukee I
.
----- VuckOvieh
San
6-101. fl
Francisco Hammaker 4-10 , at Houston
'Scott
15.7o. int
Kansas City ILeibrandt 14,71 at California
McOnly games scheduled
Caskill 9-101, in
.
Cleveland tWaddell 7-6 at Seattle (Langston
Tuesday's Games
T.12,.
Los Angeles at Atlanta. 2. it-n
mu
n
St Louis at New York. in ,
Texas tRussell 1-51 at Oakland I Sutton 13-8i.
in t
Montreal at Philadelphia in/
'
Tuesday's Games
Chicago at Pittsburgh. n $
Detroit at Toronto, in I
San
Diego at Cincinnati. in,
Baltimore at Boston. tn
San Francisco at Houston in,

College Football Roundup
College Football Scores
EAST
Boston College 28, Temple 25
N Carolina 21. Navy 19
W Virginia 52. Louisville 13
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 31, Ball St
E Michigan 27. Youngstown St 22
Florida St 17, Nebraska 13
Southern Cal 20. Illinois 10
Wichita St 16, Kansas St 10
SOUTH
Auburn 49, SW Louisiana 7
Duke 40. Northwestern 17
E Carolina 33, N Carolina St 14
Florida 35. Miami. Fla 23
Memphis St 17. Mississippi 17, tie
Mississippi St 22. Arkansas St 14
— Missigsippi Val 82. Alabama A&M 19
Penn St 20. Maryland 18
Richmond 24. Virginia Tech 14
S Carolina 20. Appalachian St 13
S Mississippi 28, LouisianaTech 0
Vanderbilt 7. Tri -Chattanooga 0
Wake Forest 30. WillIam & Mary 23
SOUTHWEST
•
Baylor 30, Wyoming 18
Southern Meth 35. Texas El Paso 23
Texas Tech 32, New Mexico 31
Tuilik31, Houston 24
FAR WEST
N'
ketzona'23. Toledo 10
Colorado 211, COlorado St 10
Montana 31, Fullerton St 30
Nev -Las Vegas 35. Tennessee Tech?
Oklahoma St 31. Washington 17
Oregon St 43. Idaho 28
San Jose St 32, New Mexico St 3
UCLA 27. Brtgham Young 24
Utah 20. Boise St 17'
Utah St 19. Long Beach St 17
Washington St 20. California 19

\.
IS IT
INSURED AT
ORIGINAL OR
REPLACEMENT COST?

104 Maple 753-3161

No?.Maryland '0-1' lost to Ni, 19 Penn State
20 Is 5.-xt at
Boston College
No s Brigham Young 1 1. lost to No 5. l CIA
27 24 Nexr s o
No 12 Nashington
No 9 Ohio State (On did not plaN Next s
F'iltsburg1.
No 10 Nebraska .0 I lost to No 17 Ficiricia State
17 -13 Next
Sept 21 vs No 11 Illinois
No 11 Illinois ui, iost to No 6 Southern
California Si
Nest
s Southern Illinois
No 12 Washington 10.1' lust to No
16 Oklahoma State 31.17.
Next at No s Brigham Young
No 13 Louisiana State '0.0 did not Was
Ncoit al North
Carolina
No 14 Notre flame
0 did not pia. Nest at Stir higan
15 Arkansas '00'did not plas Next
Alloolooipp. at
Jackson Miss
No 16 Oklahoma State 1-0'beat No 12 1.4
allungton 31 17 NeN4
or- North Texas State
Soil Florida State .2 0, beat No 10
Nebraska 17 11 Next
Sept 21 vs Memphis State
No 15 South Carolina 2-0 beat
Appalachian Stag,
Sept 21 c
Michigan
No 19 Penn State .1-0 beat No 7
Maryland 20 ts
Temple
No 20. t CLA .1-0. beat No
Brigham Young 27 .1.1
Tennessee
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Place Ain't Fancy.. But Sho Is Good Food

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Bur9ers

Chestnut St.

Murray

75 -0045

Southern States

"-clops.

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple St.
Southside of the ci square

4 Cu. Foot Jackson Wheelbarrow
'Seamless Tray
•Reg $75.00
•Made in U S A
•Pneumatic Tire
'Wooden Handles
'Offer Good While Supply Lasts

IPP

753 44b1

$3950

tze:

Materiel Currently On Hand

Murray Lumber Company

Fop Twenty Fared
By The Associated Press
Hov. the Top Twenty teams in the Assoc
iated Press ioll,-6,' foot
ball poll fared ttuo week
No 1 Oklahoma '0.0 did not plas Next
Sept 2s at Minnesota
No 2 Auburn 1.0. beat Southvirst
ern Louisiana 411
Next so
Southern Mississippi
No 3 Southern Methodist .1 O. beat Texas
El l'aso 35 23 Next
Sept 21, at Texas Christian
No 4 Iowa.0.0' did not pins Nest ,s
Drake
No 5 Florida '1-0.beat Miami Fla
35 23 Next so Rutgers
No 6 Southern California 'Id' beat
No 11
Next
Sept 21 ss Baylor
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FARM AND AG NOTES
11 A SpINGTON

AP

Agriculture Depart-went offers some new
economic signposts to
show where farmers
have been and where
they may be heading.
The department's
Economic Research
Service said Thursday
in a new outlook report
that last year, the net
cash income of farmers
was around $39.1 billion.
up from $3S.3 billion in
198:t This year it would
range from $34 billion to
$39 billion
Agency economists
say net cash income is
approximately the
amount farmers have
"Ivallabte during the
year for buying, new
assets such as -land and
macnmery. paying off
loans and meeting
operation expenses.
The figures involve
the amount of money
farmers have left over
during the year after
subtracting cash expenses from gross cash
income. The tally includes receipts from
sales of cr‘q's and

Livestock, cash government payments. the
value of PIK or
payrp.ent-in-kind
benefits, and . farm related income such as
custo-m work or
machine hire.
The bookkeeping
system-a-Sell --by-- -the
economists includes the
net price support loans
received by farmers
from l'SDA's Commodity Cledit Corp. in the
farm cash receipts
category. the largest
component of gross cash
income.
For example.- a-.
farmer who takes out a wheat loan in July and
keeps the money the
•
rest of the year has that
counted as part of his
gross cash income • for
that year. The loan
might be be repaid
eventually
or the
commodity forfeited but that would be
another year's
bookkeeping.
In any case, the cash
income. of farmers in
1984. although higher
overall than in 1983.
showed a wide variation
among the different

types .of !arming
operations.
The net cash income
of crop farms in 1984
was estimated at $23.3
billion. 4OW#1- $2.1 billion
or S percent from 1983,
the report said. That
drop was blamedinostly
on a decline in PIK
benefits and higher cash
expenses.
Livestock farms
realized a net cash income. last year of $15.9
billion, an increase of
about $3 billion or 23
percent from 1983's
$12.9 billion, according
to the report. Those included.. meat animal.
dairy and poultry
operations..
.
Agency economists
also reported there were
more than 2.33 million
farms in--operation last
year. compared with
2.37 million in 1983. Crop
farms accounted for
about 1.07 million in
1984, compared with 1.09
million in 1983.
Livestock farms. including ranches and
feedlots. were put at 1.26
million last year and
almost 1.28 million in
1983.

'LI CIE' Is %VI\ \ ER - Judges Lucie, bred and owned
by Stubblefield
lerse.% s ot Nlurra:k. recently captured four first-place
awards at the Kentuck state Fair, Louisville. "Lucie" was named first
place Jersey 3 years
and -older in the Open Show and the Kentucky Show, and
then went to to be
designated hest uddered Jersey 3 years and older in both
the Open and Kenturil. shows. The stubblefields also exhibited the Fourth
Place Junior Calf
(both Open and Kentucky I, third place Summer
Vearling Open Show, second place summer Vearling Kentucky Show, third
place Produce of Dam
(both Open and Kentucky ), and fifth place in Bluegrass
Jersey,Futurity for
%elect. nominated three-year-old cows.

Case International 1896 & 2096 Tractors

Modern,efficient diesels
are the key to
field performance
Field efficiency begins with - modern engines that are the combination
or proven diesel and turbocharging technology. Computer-assisted
design and advanced manufacturing techniques The result Exceptional
-Lugging ability excellent fuel efficiency Icing-term reliability and very
smooth operation
Optional Mechanical Front Drive (MFD) provides extra traction and,
Donus pulling power in marginal conditions It allows you to get many
logs started ,earlier and _to _fintsti_scloner _v_oi;11 get more.output from
your implements. you'll accomplish more every day and squeeze more
work out of each gallon at fuel
All this plus advanced instrumentation tri'at helps you work more
efficiently and the extra convenience that only a Silent Guardian cab
can provide are yours in Case 1896 and 2096 tractors
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L %Wit: Vi VIERNIELON - Andy Carter, right, shows the 90-pound
watermelon grown in his garden this summer, With Carter is his greatL4ratuldaughter. Toria Pratt.

Southern States

Onduline
Farm roofing
that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.
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•Easy to install; lightweight
flexible sheets
• Wind and weather resistant
•Insulates against heat and noise
$35.99
$9.47
Mat. Sq.
Per Sheet

.00
See us for information
about the newest
Case International tractors.

A fresh team for
today's farmer
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Mirrray Ledger & Times
illiam Rudy named field
- office manager in Paducah
for state ag department

84 net farm cash income may be
at or below .83 levels. USDA says
- A report by the

•

Stock Colors:
White, Brown, Gray, Red
Colors Available:
Tan, Black, Blue, Green
Industrial Rd.

753-1423

Don't leave home
without this brochure
When you go ,shopping for major home appliances, take along
a copy of our free brochure. Smart Buyers Use The
EnergyGuide It explains what the yellow-and-black
EnergyGuide labels mean and how they can help you cut
electric costs
Smart buyers enjoy the convenience of today's efficient,
electric appliances and save money too Call or stop by our
office for your free brochure and other money-saving tips.
It's
a smart move

ELECTRICITY.

Get the most
for your money.

West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop.
Corp.
753-5012

A Ballard County
farmer and former
owner of a Western Kentucky farm supply
business has been named manager of the
Paducah-Western Kentucky field office of the
Kentucky Department
of Agriculture. Commissioner of Africulture
David E. Boswell announced that the appointment of William
Rudy, of Barlow, is effective immediately.

the farmers we must
serve and Bill Rudy's
presence will certainly
enhance-the services we
offer."

Com -missioner
Boswell also noted that
Don Kenady's post with
the Igert firm is a plus
for the Department of
Agriculture, "Part of
our mission is to help
develop and improve
the export markets
available to Kentucky
farmers, and Don
Boswell pointed out Kenady's time with this
that Rudy replaces Don active transporter of
Kenady who has taken a grain and agricultureal
year's leave of absence products will be, we
from the Agriculture believe, an excellent
Department to accept a advantage."
temporary position with
the Louis Igert Towing - Rudy's extensive
Company, a Paducah- agricultural
background includes the
based barge line.
operation of his 350-acre
"We are extremely farm
on which he has
fortunate to have the
been raising sheep,
services of a person of
hogs, cattle and grain
Bill Rudy's skills and
for 30 years. Rudy has
background in the marketed
in excess of
Paducah field office,"
7,000 hogs and 2,500 fat
Commissioner Boswell
cattle annually in the
said. "His experience in
past years.
farming, fram service
and agri-business fits
Rudy was also the
perfectly with the misowner-operator of the
sion of that office, which
W.R. Rudy Farm
is to provide a laison
Center at Bandana,
between the Department and Western Ken- Ky..in Ballard County.
Rudy farm centers at
tucky farmers.
four Western Kentucky
"Our regional offices locations grossed 5 to 7
are extension of the million doll'ars in sales
Kentucky Department annually, employed 30
of Agriculture',"- workers and served
Boswell continued. more than 800 farm
"They bring us closer to customers.

Women in Iran are prohibited from speaking
casually to men other than relatives, and couples
seen together may be required to produce a marriage certificate or face arrest, says National
Geographic.

World sugar glut worries USDA
WASHINGTON (AP
- Agriculture Department officials say a
world glut of sugar has
forced prices so low that
some large U.S. processors may forfeit
millions of pounds,to the
goverrithent instead of
repaying federal price
support loans taken out
on 1 9 84 -crop
inventories.
"It's got us concerned," said Ross Ballard
of the department's
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service. "We don't want
It, but we'rgAwilling to
take it ... we've shown
that."
Ballard and other
department officials
said Monday that the
lowest world sugar
prices in 15 years have
put pressure on the U.S.
support program, which
guarantees much higher
prices for domestic
sugar. At the same
time, import quotas
restrict the amount of

foreign sugar that can subsidiary. Northern
enter the U.S. market.
Ohio Sugar Co., filed for
According to agency bankruptcy last March.
figures, the departThe sugar supports
ment's Commodity are keyed by law to the
Credit Corp. has loans processors, who are reoutstanding on 484.3 quired to pay sugarcane
million pounds of refin- and sugarbeet proed beet sugar at a na- ducers prices that
tional average support reflect the support
price of 20.76 cents per levels. In all, there are
pound for a total of more only about 30 processors
than $100 million. Loans who get the benefits.
on 919.3 million pounds
"There's no way that
of raw cane sugar at we could write a loan to
17.75 cents a pound total the man who grows
$263.7 million.
sugarcane or
Thus, in all, pro- sugarbeets, so we have
cessors owe.around $364 '-to deal- with the -next
million in loans made by step up ... the first step
the CCC on about 701,800 where the commodity
tons of sugar, based on can actually be stored,"
holdings as of Aug. 21.
Ballard said. "So we
In addition, the CCC deal with the
owned outright some processor."
231.5 million pounds of
No one is predicting
beet sugar that was that all the sugar now
turned over in lieu of under loan will be
loan repayment earlier forfeited by Sept. 30,
this year. Virtually all when the loans come
of that came from
due. But the potential is
forfeitures by Great there, and that is what
Western Sugar Co., concerns USDA
which, along with its officials.

Wool growers hurt by imports
say -U.S. agriculture officials
WASHINGTON I AP
- Cotton farmers aren't
the only ones suffering
from imports. Wool producers also are feeling
the pinch, according to
the latest figures by ttfe
Agriculture
Department.
This year, says the
department's Economic
Research Service, wool
use by U.S. textile mills
is expected to drop to
120 million pounds,
down from 142.1 million
pounds in 1984.
"Imports of worsted
apparel from the Far

East, together with this spring as the new
other wool textile im- clip became available,
ports, have been a ma- because of weak mill dejor factor depressing mand,- the report said.
mill demand," the agen- "A strong influence on
cy said in a new outlook domestic wool prices is
report.
the currence exchange
rates with other producConsequently, wool ing countries."
prices paid to growers
If the U.S. dollar
are expected to drop grows weaker comabout 15 percent this pared with other currenyear, averaging around cies, that could raise
68 cents per pound. com- prices of imported wool
pared with 79.5 cents in
"Since 60 to 70 percent
1984.
of mill consumption is
"Domestic and im- imported raw wool,
ported wool prices, higher foreign wool
generally, did not rise prices could allow U.S.
wool prices to rise
also," the report said.
Imports of raw wool
this year are expected
to drop about 10 percent
to about 85 million
pounds from 94.2 million
pounds in 1984. U.S.
domestic production,
comparatively, is eispected to decline again'
L.P. Miller St.
to 84.8 million pounds
Murray, Ky.
from 92.9 million pounds
in 1984, the lowest since
753-0212
USDA began wool
records in 1909.

Quality Petroleum
Products
belcher oil co.inc.
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Priceless Memories

peak)
14:5

When s rou need a loan,
we've got the answer...

Worth More Than
Expensive Wedding Party
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY. Please print this
for "In Love in W Va.," the two 18year-old Christian virgins who want
a big church wedding but can't
afford it, so they came up with the
idea of having a Dutclikreat wed•
ding. They're'charging $32.60 a
couple and expect no gifts—just the
money to pay for the wedding:
Now is the time for you to learn a
very important lesson. What you
can't afford, do without. A wedding
you cannot afford is no way to begin
a marriage. Someday you will realize
that the things you can't afford are
not worth the headaches that result
from going into debt to acquire
them, or asking other people to give
them to you.
I'm sure your friends do not want
to pay for your wedding any more
than you do.

We had a $5 wedding 50 Years
afterward. What a priceless gift! If
ago
FRUGAL BUT SOLVENT my life depended on it, I couldn't
name the people who gave us money.
IN CALIFORNIA
My grandmother made fruitcake,
DEAR FRUGAL: According to and my mother baked our wedding ,
my mail, the Dutch-treat wed- cake, which a neighbor decorated.
ding idea went over with a dull Family and close friends prepared
the refreshments.. W,e didn't have a
thud. Read on:
band. We played taped music on a
DEAR ABBY: To "In Love in loudspeaker.
If you are determined to have a
W.Va.": I've been married for 22
years,-and whenever I see something church wedding, you can do it. I
we received as a wedding gift, I don't believe churches make a profit
think of the giver. I cherish the by holding wedding ceremonies
rolling pin from a young cousin, and Clothes can be borrowed or bought
the rotary egg beater my late gran& secondhand at a thrift shop. Flowers
mother gave us. You can't put a grow in gardens. Receptions can be
price tag on memories. My husband's held iri backyards, parks, basements
brother took movies during the cere- or church social halls.
I'd rather accept a wedding invita
mony, and in front of the church
where family and friends gathered tion that was handwritten on a
postcard than buy a ticket to a farce
ALICE C. HENGY
CARLETON, MICH

r-crt,
THE FAR SIDE
No question about it. At Lincoln Federal
,welIgo out of our way to make money available
for you.
Money for new cars, family vacations, home
improvements, medical bills, or a college
education.
Look to Lincoln Federal. When you need a
loan, we've got the answer.
YES.
•(p 1 .1 I 111

•

ipplit'„MIS

muN LINCOLN Fspc
*FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

bar Saws Insmil le SIMI COO
_

1300 Johnson Blvd.

areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561

TNE DRIVER SAYS HE
CAN'T TAKE YOU ..YOUR.
NAME ISN'T ON Tl-IE
COMPUTER LIST...

TELL HIM
I'M "(OUR
BROTHER

•••
DEAR ABBY: Many years agr, I
•
wrote to you from another city I told
.
t
you that I had a dream job and also
a dream boss to whom I was very
much attracted, and the feeling was
mutual. The problem was that he
was married, and I felt that an affair
was rapidly becoming inevitable.
You advised me to look for a job
elsewhere, saying, "You can't build
happiness on the misery of others "
It was the hardest thing I ever had
to do, but! quit my job and moved
out of town to work elsewhere. My
heart ached for a long time, but
finally I met and married a good
man, raised a family and had a
happy, interesting life.
Last year, my husband died, and!
went back to my hometown for a
visit. Quite by chance I ran into my
former employer. He was a widower!
We started seeing each other, and
the feeling between us is stronger
"This was your suggestion, Edna! ... 'Let's
than ever. We are planning to marry
play Twister, everyone, let's play Twister!"
soon. There were times over the
years when I might have blamed
you for influencing me.. but now I
bless you because we neither hurt
nor betrayed anyone to be together.
Please keep' telling people who
lack the strength to do the right
thing that happiness cannot be built
on the misery of others. You are
ACROSS
33 Baume. abbr.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
always saying someone made your
34 Pub brew
day.
Well, Abby, you've made my
E_
B
A
I
S
-1 Agfeemeni
35 Teutonic cfeity
life!
A
IG
DIIA
DE
5 Redact
36 Buy back
SECOND CHANCE
A
9 Before
NER 0
38 Seed container
12 Aroma
A
0
Al
39 Cut
DEAR SECOND: And you
13 Apportion
40 Sufis. the act of
A
ER
A
made this column a real upper.
14 By way of
41 Simians
A
TAIL
Love can be lovelier the second
15 Dogma
42 Actual
SUN tame around.
17 Most
44 Lubricate
'D
S E
contemptible
46 Elucidate
1, •
19 Clothesmaker
us
48 Complete
A
21 Wooden vessels
A
ET A (Getting married? Send for Abby's
disorder
new,updated,expanded booklet."How
22 Disjoin
A
51 Nothing
to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send your
24 Guido's low
A
CT
52 Entreaty
name and address clearly printed with
note
a check or money order for $2.50 and a
ILLEGAL
54 Brother of
STERE
25 Secret agent

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Murray 759-1234
Other

NE WANTS TO KNOW IF
YOU'RE SOME KIND
OF TROUBLEMAKER..

NI;

-

(SNIFF 1)

WOW!

Jacob
55 Consumed
56 Youngsters
57 Withered

26 Fuss
27 Invent
29 Hebrew month
31 Hindu cymbals
32 That man
1

2

3

4

5

SOUNDS
LIKE A
CONTEMPORARY
REMAKE

6

7

8

13

II

HERE IT IS!"THE ANGRY
MAUVE PLANET"

1 Vessel
2 Summer cooler
3 Manage
4 Handle
5 GI. e g
9
10 /1

DOWN

12

LET'S GO TO A MOVIE TONIGHT.
HOW ABOUT
HERE'S ONE ABOUT KIDS AT
•`NINJA GRANDMOTHER"?
A PAY-CARE CENTER WHO/—d
NSAVE THE VVORLP
YOU'RE
IT'S BEEN
GETTING
PONE
WARMER

•

—

By GARY LARSON

Id

,u.
111

14

II

II

11

II

II

II

ill
NI
ill

ill
111
MI
NUU
iii
II
NUU
NUU ill
MI
fill
1111
NUUUUUUIII
ill'
ill
IIUU111 iiiUUU
IIU.11UUUIIIUUU

6 Lower in ank
7 Roman road
8 Pekoe. e.g
9 Each
10 Danger
11 Dines
16 Agave plant
18 Back of neck
20 Enticed
22 Top of head
23 Hebrew month
25 Stalk
27 Masticate
,
28 White poplar
29 Century plant
30 Plots of land
34 Seethe'
36 Cyclinder
37 Merited
39 Shade tree
41 Residue
42 Rockfish
43 Way out
44 River in Arizona
45 Alternating
current abbr
47 Suitable
49 Paddle
.
50-Petition
53 Ancient Roman
weight

long. stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923. Hollywood. Calif.
90038.)

CC fire and rescue
squad put out fires
The Calloway County • Fire Rescue Squad responded to two
fires over the weekend, a trailer
fire and a field fire.
Three trucks and 10 firemen
responded to a trailer fire about
11:30 a.m. Sunday at the Virgil
Brittan residence on Ky 94
East.
The fire is believed to have
started in the kitchen., The
trailer was termed a total loss
A second fire, a field fire, was
reported at 10 a.m. Sunday on
the property of Willie Smith
Two trucks and six firemen
responded to the .fire which
damaged two rolls of hay There
were no injuries reported from
the fire.
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In accordance with KRS. 424.220, the City
of Murray Financial Statements have been
prepared and are available to the public at no
cost at the City Clerk's Office, South 5th and
Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky. Copies
have been provided to each local newspaper'
of general'circulation, each news service, and
each local radio station which has'on file with
the City of Murray.a written request to be provided such statement.
Jo Crass
City Clerk
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Notice

Welp Wanted

16. Home Furnishings

'24. Miscellane0 us

27. Mobile Homes tor Sale

38. Pets-Supplies

47. Motorcycles

EASY ASSEMBLY 2 GILEEN crushed GET ready for winter! 12x70. 2 BR, I I/1 CHUMBLER'S Pet l9K2 250R 3-wheeler.
velvet _ matching chairs Storm windows- $21.25 ,baths. partly furnished.
WORK! $600.00 -per • ttiO
Shop Dixieland Center Call after 6p.m.
INVITATION TO Rh)'
Guaranteed payment. & portable 13&144' T.V. ea. Stock sizes only. good condition. EnIs now open Call 753- 759-1940.
753-0576.
Call
closed
Mid-South
back
Wholesale
porch
&
No experience- no
1983 X1600R HONDA.
7601
storage
Building:
COUCH
matching
room,
342
screened
&
East
The Housing Authority of Murray. KY is ac
sales Details send self4000 miles. 1978 CX500
front
Dish,
porch,
Washington.
chair
85
condition_
good
in
storage.
901deg.
addressed stamped enHonda. Your choice
cepting bids for materials anctipstallation
Building, carport, 3 lots, 40. Produce
LNA, Uniden 1000
velope. Elan Vital- 332. Call 753-9591 after 5p m. 642-2552.
$595. Call 759-1801.
of approximately 400" squares fiberglass
well.
10
or
minutes
Saturday
8a.m.
after
from
GIRLS jeans 10-12-14
3418 Enterprise Rd . Ft.
or
Drake 324
sealed:clown. roofing shingles, of not less
Ky. Lake, must see to APPLES, yellow. delic- '82 650 MAXIM, excelGOOD used pine Jordache & Levi. Al
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
appreciate. Price ious & Rome Beauty. lent condition. Call 435Receiver,
Pro-Sot
Van 215 wt
needed We are waterbed. 1 yr old shorts. toys and
McKenzie Orchard 753- 4305.
210 Motor Drive
Ferguson 'Supply, an matiress with frame nurses uniforms size lowered. Call 436-2913.
14x70 CITATION mobile 4725.
liner and heater in- 10-12. Call 753-2849.
exceltent
-1.0-yr.
old
Bids will be accepted until 2.:00„e
_lit m.
APPLES, cider for sale
49.Used C_ars
Company, looking for cluded. $100. Call 753- LARGE stereo home, excellent condi- Call
489-2467 Tucker
StsUbsr?sigikte,.13id
eld
.. • ppenink
- •
• speakers. 2 Altec Lans- tion, many extras. Must
excellent people tO sell 61187
---AFt.r.11tr .m., September 20, 1985. Bid award
ing model 604-E 15" see to appreciate. Call Orchard, Landfill Rd.
NEED A CAR?
our. fine fund raising 19. Farm Equipment
PURPLE Hull peas,
enclosed in custom 759-1854.
will be made within 10 days following bid
Special Deal
products. Call Rodger.
No Credit.
you
pick: $50 a bushel.
Mon. & Tues. Sept. 9 Sr 1952 AN FORD Red utility cabinets (rein- 1976 12x65 NEW Moon.
opening.
6 Ft. Black Mesh
White sweet corn Call
2BR,
11/2
'baths,
spacforced
Belly,
plywood,
3,4"
good
condition.
10. 9a m.-5p.in. 800-732No Interest.
Dish,
GLR-500
plow. disc & bushhog. with 10. DB shelving ious living rooln & 753,6753.
7'200.
General Conditions of Bid and Contract.
Call Sammy
kitchen,
on
3/4
acre
crossover.
lot
$2250.
$350.
Call
Call
753-8124_
Receiver With LNC.
.
HELP wanted: cook &
43
Real Estate
with front & back
Specifications and locations of buildings
counter person. Apply ALTSHERMAN combine 753-6487.
at
753-6448
Installed
may be obtained at the Housing Authority
in person only. 2p.m.- cylinder bars, longer IMF-250- - new-▪ 42 HP. porches. Also, 12x20 KOPPERUD Realty of
storage
building
with
dieselpower
steeringlasting,
fers and excellent selec
greater capac4: 30p.m
only. TJ's
Office, located at 716 Nash Drive. Murray.
1970 VW Beetle, goo-a
Barbecue. 806 Chestnut, ity. Some .in stock. power adjust rears- masonite Siding & slant tion of quality homes all body, mechanicall
KY. after 9:00 a.m. September 10. 1955_
y
carport.
roof
Very
good
auxiliary
hydraulics.
others
in 3 days. For all
price ranges. For all your scaind. Call
Murray.
489-2344.
Real Estate needs phone
106 Broadway
ItENTI'CRY licensed combines- Vinson best seat- extra heavy condition. 759-4093.
rear end- bumper- fluicl 1 BR mobile home. 753-1222, or visit our office 1975 LINCOLN ConThe Housing Authority reserves he right to
plumbers. Job location Tractor Co. 753-4892.
South Fulton,
tinental 4 dr. Good
accept or reject any or all bids in the best
Fulton, Ky. IThone 503: LARGEST stock of new in rear tires- stabilizer $1000 or best offer. Call at 711 Main.
condition. low mileage.
Tenn.
•
& used tractor tires in bars & brackets. 2 year 753-8780.
472-1038.
interest of the Housing Authority
Call. 759-1454 or 753-0364.
901-479-2306
LADY to live an with town. Flats repaired in -warranty- list price 2 BR furnished, 1 acre 46 Homes for Sale
1975 NTIITANG IT. ps.
invalid lady. Room, shop. Vinson Tractor $16239, 2 in stock- sell near Ky. Lake Blood
owner, 3 BR brick pb. ac. automatic, V-8,
for $9995. See Gene or River. Call 753-6657.
board and salary. Call Co. 753-4892.
home in country.
NEW and used Cor- Will Ed at Stokes Trac- 3 BR, 2 bath double wide Kitchen-den combina- $1700. Call 753-7291.
759-1661.
1976 CHEVROLET
tor 753-1319
38
acres
on
or
more
less.
nheads.
All
makes
and
Invitation To Bid
tion, living room, 1 Monza, good
MANAGER wanted for
condition,
MONTGOMER
Y
Ward
Central
&
heat
air,
models.
Satisfaction
bath, utility room, work
Marble plant at Mid
•Im.,.C.:y of Murray will accept bids for
.goaranteed. Delivery heavy duty 20 pound stove.' refrigerator. shop. garage... wood AM..FM tape. ac. great
Western
_Marble
Co.
Wale
trucks
by,
.ga,s
usesi
puPac
:p
the.
753:'
'available. - Sikeston Washer,, -*Wuxi 30- GE dishwasher, -new earpet - stOve & -erectile VatOption 'for • pl'ofit
8821.
ing or stock in com- Tractor Co. 314-471-7726. range. Frigidaire range & satellite system. Also, TVA insulated, storage
with self cleaning oven. a
connected 32x24 building. 1 acre with 1946 PONTIAC Grand
art. available at. the office of the Cipany. Top _qualified 471-3733-night.
Start At
Prix, tilt, cruise, air,
personnek`only. Must. be WE have the best truck side-by-side refrigera- partially roofed deck, barn and fence for
ty Clerk. 5th and Poplar Street. Murray.
power. AM-FM cass-,experienced:. no other tool boxes in town. Let tor & freezer. Also, an large utility house & a horses. $38,000_ Call
Kentucky Bids are to he delivered to the
elle. Call 753-9298.
PPer 1000
t:
need apply. Send com- us prove it. Vinson apartment size washer. 20x40 barn. Located in 7 5 3-0 5 30 for
City Clerk's Olney by 4.00 p.m., CST,
All in ecellent condition. Puryear. TN. 901-247- information.
1978 CHEVY Monza. ps,
plete resume to P.O. Tractor Co. 753-4892.
pb. ay. AM-FM radio.
See at McKinny _Appli- 5221.
Thursday 3:00. September 26. 1985. The
Vowell &
Box 1040-P. Murray.
COUNTRY home. 3 BR
V -S. 20 mpg. Looks
ance Service, 407 S. 9th 3 BR double wide near with
20, Sports Equipment
MurraN. City Council reserves the right to
Ky.
4 acres, shade
or call 753-8505.
Son Inc.
Ky. Lake at Hamlin. trees. fruit trees & good, runs well. $1200. _
1 710E factory framed
Need sonieone to do .
accept the lowest or best bid or td-rejei•I
Call 753-6487.
bush-hogging. Contact dune buggy, good con- NE% MF-1010 3 cly. Ky. Call 753-8964 leave grape vines. 5 miles on
Martin, TN
any or all l)..1, sl.hrndted
diesel- 16 FIV- with 54" message anytime. 163 641 S. Call
1978 PLYMOUTH
Bill Hooper, Ky Lake dition. Call.489-2344.
492-8384.
a 587-2301
2 br,
Lodge Restaurant in NIVINCHETER. Model center mount mowerENJOY beautiful lake Horizon 4. dr., ac, ps,
turf tires- the ultimate Melody home, newly
Aurora. Call 474-8095.
view from this 4 BR. 2 'auto.. $1000. Call 7531200, 12 guage, 30 inch, lawn
mowing machine carpeted, refrigerator,
Notice
Notice
2
bath brick home in 34.13 after 6p.m.
REPS needed. For bus- ventilated rib, good conplus you have 3 point lift stove, washer, dryer, 2
Panorama Shores, 2 1979 FORD LTD. 4 dr..
iness accounts. Full- dition. $160. Call 753-0462
& PTO for other yard & air conditioner units inkitchens, fireplace in ac, 60,500 miles. good
after
time
560.000 to $80,000.
4 PmCREEK VIEW
BARRETT'S
garden
List
work.
price
cluded. Carport. Good den. Unvelievable low condition. $2,950 or best
DAILY CAR RENTAL
Part-time 112,000 to
$7446.
stock
1
in
to
sell condition $5,500. Call 527- price,
SELF
LONG TERM LEASF
135,000. Contact reasonable offer. Call
118.000. No selling. Re- 22 . Musical
SERVICE
for $6495 with 7-9e'r 1261 before 5 pm. 753-0956
Kopperud Realty 753- 436-5506.
peat business. Set your EtLNDY Alto saxaphone
ASK GENE
STORAGE
financing for 60 months. after 5 pm.19S
R1ICK Regal
1222.
own hours. Training & Bundy trumpet,.Used See Gene or Will Ed at
CENTER
AT
provided. 1-612-938-6870. 3 years, excellent con- Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
attrac- Limited. Somerset
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Has
DWAIN TAYLOR
: AMFM casstive 3 BR brick home. Package
Mon -Fri. 8A.M.
dition.
Call
after
5p.m.
NEM light beige carpet. 2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
CHEVROLET
ette, all power.tilt.
Heavy Duty
753-6734
5P.M. CST.
just
now
placed
on
753-8583.
used approximately 8 AC/natural gas. Shady
753-2617
market. Central heat & cruise. Local one owTAFF Pharmacist. CONN Alto Saxaphone. months.
Mufflers For
1- 15x13, 1- Oaks 753-5209.
NEEDED immediately 64
air, appliances in- ner. Excellent 'condiImmediate opening for new pads & cork.
Used 6 8x15. Also, extra pieces NICE 2
'people seriously, interBR trailer_ near cluded. -New roof in tion. Call 753-7587.
EIBERGLASS Panels- full-time, pharmacist in years. $200. Also.
Prac- never used. 1400 or hest
ested in losing weight
w-----Marrar.-1-984-,"143,506-7 --eontarct---444-R11 Fairmont
' white or green ) 8'. modern - 385 bed hospi- tice Guitar. $30. Call offer. 402
S. 6th St- 489-2611.
Installed
1-800-992-9991
KoPperud Realty'753,, 4 -door, 6 cylinder,
$4 75; 10'- $5.85:' 12'- t a 1 . Pre'vicius. ex, 753-6487.753-7491.. 200 N. 4th St,
antbniatic,
pb. air,
1222.
$ 6.95, Mid -South' pe-rierice in unit dose 5,EIMB ALL
pianos & OAK & hickory firwood, 29. Heating and Cooling
51.009 miles. Nice. Call
Wholesale Building: 342 and ItT. admixture deHOME
Murray, Ky.
and
4
acres
organs. Check our you haul $20 a rick. Call
East Washington: sirable. Contact Per- prices
ASHLEY wood burning located 2 miles from 753-8124_
753-6001
before you buy. 437-4829.
1981 FORD Fairmont 4
sonnel Dept. Lourdes
Paris: 901-642-2552.
Low Low Prices
Thurman Furniture. 208 OREGON bars for stove with blower, good Murray. An excellent dr . Sedan,
pb. ps.
Hospital, 1530 Lone Oak
buy. Price just reduced to
condition. Call 753-5436.
Main
St.
Murray
753Homelite
chain
saws:
Largest
Rd.. Paducah, Ky. 4834.
$23,500. Phone Kopperud cruise. stereo- ANI.F.M.
TIRE SALE
12"$11.99.
14"114.99. 32. Apts for Rent
clean condition, $2.795.
42001, 502-444-2125.
Realty, 753-1222.
Variety Ever
PIANO. Story & Clark, 16"- $19.99. 20-- 126.99
Grand AM
1-10ME and 93 acres of- Phone 753-5819 10
solid oak, excellent Wallin Hardware,
JONES
M -F. 753Radial GT
fered for sale, through a.m.-4pm
For Rent
INSURANCE
condition. Call 753-8908.
Paris, Tn.
LANDSCAPING
404-4 North
Kopperud Realty. Pro- 4455 after 4:30p.m
Now Save 25°.
Nice
furnished
apartTENOR saxophone, OREGON saw chains
SALES CAREER
perty includes large 1 98 2 MAZbA RX 7,
& NURSERY
carrying case & reed 3/8" Pitch for 16" bar. ments for 1, 2, 3, or
4th
ECONOMY TIRE
pond, several barns and black. 1 owner, good
Financial help whole training
407 N 12th
guard. Call 753-0710 $7.99, 20"- $8.99. Wallin 4 students. Call
753-8500
outbuildings. Price just condition. 16975. Call
advance
commission
after 5 o'clock.
Hardware, Paris. Tn.
753-1 725
reduced 120.000. Phone 753-7275.
753-5865
vested
renewals
or
•
PANASONIC 6500A
1982 PONTAIC Grand
753-1222. .
AMBA - excellent corn,
24. Miscellaneous
753-5108.
T 01.
•
b ).
stereo receiver. Walnut
pany Complete line of A &
TEM,
-Gri17•7777
ice Prix, all power, air,
)I),.ra. a new hall500 FT. indirect lighting case. Output RMS50
H and Universal Life Pro
ftedUCiii-I-10it:SE and automatic, excellent
Cut set$10.00
system, 8 ft. single tube watts _Ref_ channel at I & 2 BR apt. near two lots. 3 BR,
ROOFING
ducts Including major
dining condition. Call 753-1580.
Call
Perms $ 2 5
downtown
Murray.
lights,
2.
ft.
shelving.
"1
44
8ohms both channels
medical and nursing home
morn, kitchen, living 19)13 FORD Club wagon
Cali
Th:l.dtl5in Closed Sat
Adults
only.
Call
753valance,
wall
stantions
driven. Good value at
policies For appointment
with extras. 15 passenDavid
4109. 762-6650, or 436- room and utility room. 2
& shelf brackets. $750. 5100. 753 6487.
call Sharon: Mon.-Fri 9
storage buildings, car- ger. 351 engine. 62.000
Cathey
2844.
Call
after
5p.m.
592-436am 11 30 a m
SEASONED firewood
port, grape vines and miles. excellent condiFor
5475.
S02 781 7270
oak.; hickory, mixed 1 BR furnished apt., air berries vines. Price tion. $10.400. Call 382Free
4101
FT. flourescent lamp. hardwoods $30/rick conditioned. College $22,000. Phone 492-8492.
2545.
Estimate.
$1.75 each. 4 ft. floures- delivered, Min. order 2 boys preferred. No pets. ONWER wants offer, on 1984 BUICK Park•
Jim Suiter &
North,
next
121
to-fair
435-4354
lamp- $1.50. Coffee ricks. Call John Boyer
spacious 3 BR, brick. Avenue. loaded. $13,000.
Jerry Henry will 9. Situation Wanted cent
grounds. 753-3139.
table, end tables & 753-0338.
After 6 P.M.
ranch. Living room with Call 753-1863.
TAKING
GENERAL
applications
house
be
in
our cleaning, experienced, couches- $35 & up. SINGER sewing for Section 8. Rent fireplace, large equipted 1984 FORD Escort L,
Bedroom suites with
kitchendining area, gar- 2-door, hatchback.
showroom
dependable. references bed, chest, dresser, box machine with cabinet, Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 age.
beautifull 22x10 ft automatic with air.
Call
$75.
489
2640.
Apply
BR. supplied. Call_ 759-4604.
Hilldale
springs & mattress,
wood patio. Located in am -fm stereo, 6,000
from 6:30-8:00 RETIRED
HARDWOOD
slabs
in
Apts.. Hardin, Ky. Fairview
secretary 1175. Solid oak tables &
acres., Hwy 121 actual-miles. sharp..
Mon., Tues., will do typing, pick-up & chairs, old kitchen bundles deliverecL$80 a E qual Housing South,
turn left on Old $5200. Call 436-2165
load.
901
3306
584
after
Opportunity.
deliver. Call 753-1363 cabinet with porcelain
Salem Road, Call 753-9706 1984 THUNDERBIRD,
Thurs., Fri.
Mon.-Wed. days, nights pull-out top, antique 7p.m. Charley Tubbs
for appointment.
loaded, low miles,
33. Rooms for Rent
couches, used freezers, Sawmill, Camden, Tn.
before 10p.m.
PURDOM
WHY rent? Only $2000 $9.400. Call 753-1863.
--WILL do housecleaning. refrigerators, washers TWIN size bunk beds or ROOMS for girls or buys 50,
', interest in a 250 FORD 6 cylinder.
MOTORS,'INC
experienced, dependa- & dryers. George Hodge used as twin - beds. boys near university. three bedroom home! If
Olds Pont Cad Buick
Call 439-4945 after 5p.m.
202 So 5th
ble, references. Call & Son, Dixielaod Shop- Built-in drawers, chest, Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
ever a home projected 74 HORNET, air
consheets & spreads
ping Center, 753-4669.
753-4872
753-6043.
an air of coziness and ditionirw_egood
condiWILL stay with elderly Aa Brokers' Industrial included used only 6 34. Houses for Rent
good
cheer'
this
one
tion. Call after 5p.m.
t
at home or in hospital. Rd. now offers lawn month, Only $250. 3 BDRM. 2 bath.. 1704 certainty does. Once
5 Lost and Found
762-2349
at night. Good re- renovation service. We Yamaha Cha-mp Farmer. $400 per month inside, the aura of
,a,LOST a wallet at Van's
ferences. Call days have Stec Dust, a new moped, 1980 model, less plus deposit.: Call 753- warmth does not '47 REGAL. sharp, air,
Car Wash. Lost between
new' shile letter tires.
plant food material that 500 miles. Basket & 3006 evenings.
M.1 SO it
kal I Ha.
753-4410. nights 753-4590.
diminish-- bright spac4p.m. & 5p.m. Wed. Call
new brakes. Take up
Wshistitt
is extremely fast acting helmet. Like new, $300. 3 BR, I
ious
kitchen,
French
-bath.
dis753-0459 ask for Jim.
payments. Call 753-0422
on soil P.H. To have 436-2371.
10. Business Opportunity
hwasher, stove, re- doors from dining room or 759-4047.
SMALL country groc- healthy., _durable grass USED dinette tables frigerator. nice to screened sun room,
6. Help, Wanted
80 OLDS Cutlass. 4ery with large inven- .you must have a good and chairs, twin beds, neighborhood. 1325 plus bountiful storage, with
CECS SERVICEMAN. 2
traditional fireplace door, electric seats &
tory, making money. 2 P.H. in your soil. We school desks ,recliners, deposit. Call 753-8923,
years experience & a
windows, reasonable.
In
or 3 bedroom house offer complete service. rockers, chests, ranges, 3 BR, 2 bath, brick with serving the living area.
We will aroate, fertilize, refrigerators, coffee
thorough knowledge of
Call 753-0422 or 759-4047
Memory
Another
chance
like
this
attached. Bell City
wood
front.
Bendefield
lime, spray for un- tables, end tables,
D.C. transmission, anmay not come along. NERY nice little 1951
In memory of my darling husband. Bill
area. 442-7569.
wanted vegetation, lamps, couches and Subdivision off 121. Call Call Mary
alog lir digital theories.
Jane now - Mercury Zepher 4-door
753-6298.
l‘irrett who left us August 21, 1985.
prepare
logic schematics, inseedbed
& chairs. Hard back and
Instruction
11
753-1492 at Century 21 Sedan. Under wholesale
I loved you. Bill. yes! loved you, but the
seefding. 'Call 753-4533 paper back books. For LARGE 1 BR house, Loretta Jobs Realtors
tegrated circuits, prinat $2200 Call 753-4530.
ted circuit board corn- LYNDIA Cochran day. 759-4640 night for the best prices and best single or couple, no
angels love you more; So they came and
pets.
Dance
Gymnastics.
One
&
lease.
year
50.Used
Trucks
free
ponents
estimates•
&
& re- used furniture and aphardware as
quietly took you 'to Heaven's shining
ferrals. We. want you to pliances Shop Trash and 753-3913 before 9p.m.
well as software theory. Register now. 753-4647.
1971 CHEVYFOR
Cheyenne.
SALE
shore, where you are at home with Jesus
have a beautiful lawn.
Ability to interpret anTreasure, 806 Coldwa- 36. For Rent or Lease
V-8 automatic, ps, pb,
Want to Buy
for now and evermore.
d or rewire automa- 14
Extra good 2 air, good condition. Call
ALL electric hospital ter Road, 753-4569.
25x60 BUILDING in
tion systems building FORECLOSI,RE? We bed, in excellent condiMissed and Loved
WHIRLPOOL
bedroom
brick 753-8124.
Murray.
drawings
Call 489-2761
& schematics have an investor that tion. Call 437-4669 after microwave
Wife 'Mary Garrett'
oven with
1975 DATSI N longbed
after 6p.m.
primarily Barber. will make up your back 6:30. if no answer call
house, large lot, pickup.
700 watts cooking
new motor. Call
Coleman & Honeywell. payments for an 436-2160 after 7p.m.
ready
power, only 1-4.50 week. 37. Livestock-Supplies
to move into. 437-4437.
Ability to use this ownership interest. You A good used refrigeraRudoph Goodyear, 7531975 FORD Van . S750,
All recently painted
knowledge under al), stay. Dial Mary Jane tor. frost free, looks like
HAY for sale Call after
0595.
runs good. Would make
normal & emergency 753-1492 at Century 21 new. Also, a good
6p.m. 753-9721.
inside
and out. Call good work vehicle. Call
conditions. Must have Loretta Jobs Realtors. recliner chair, good
753-3796 or see at 492-8541.
38. Pets-Supplies
valid drivers license. I am looking to buy 3 upholstery. See at 512 s.
WHIRLPOOL
1977 CHEVY Luv truck,
Apply at Personnel books. If • anyone has 11th St.
806 North 18th automatic
6 SETTER bird dog
with air, new
Services, Murray State them to sell please call CAR batteries.
Air Conditioners
The Mayfield-Graves County Airport,
60
pups, out of good stock,
Street.
paint. 'rebuilt motor,
University, Murray, me at 753-2816. I want: month,
5,000
B.T.U.
85
amp. 460 CCA
very nice looking pups.
located just east of Mayfield, Kentucky,
very good condition.
Ky. 42071. E0E/114F.
"Kerry" by Grace 05-24C $29:99. Wallin
10 weeks old, $50 each.
$4.00 Per Week
Call 753-0195.
on Highway 80, is presently being upgradCOMPUTER OPERA- Livingston Hill. "The Hardware, Paris. TN.
Call after 7p.m.
TOR
Seeking de- Subsitute Guest'• by CHAIN link
ed to transport status.
10,000 B.T.U.
345-2449.
fence, 28"
pendable, trustworthy Grace Livingtston Hill. high
Brand new tee-hangers are currently
$6.50 Per Week
250 ft., 10 ft. gate.
AKC German
individual for part-time "To Love and To all
under construction, and two or three
posts and fitting.
Shepherds and AKC
18,000 B.T.U.
weekend computer Honor" by Emile Call
753-2480 after 4p.m.
Alistrailian Cattle dogs.
vacancies for private aircraft are still
operator_ 'Average 30 Loren. I also have a
$8.25 Per Week
Show, home, pet or
CORRIGATED metal
available.
hr./week. Fri.. Sat., &
walker for sale.
25,000 B.T.U.
working puppies- and
roofing, 8'. $4.75; 10'what a quality MEDICARE SupSun. Call 753-9695
Contact
Airport authorities at
adults. Call 436-2858.
16_20: 12' $7.45. Mid.
$10.75 Per Week
15. Articles for Sale
8:
30a.m-4:
30p.m,
only
502 , 247-6866 for details.
plement
SouthWhol
insurance should cost.
esale
DOG
obedience training
M-F
(With Approved
el BLACK shingles- Building; 342 East
makes better pets. Fall
Many
Senior
Citizens in
$20.95 sq. While supply Washington; Paris: 901Credit)
classes starting now.
lasts
Mid -South 642-2552.
Also, private training.
Calloway
County
are
paying far
Rudolph
If
Wholesale Building, 342 TiORM refrigerator $50.
Boarding' on inside
more
East Washington; elec welding outfit
than
necessary
.
Goodyear
runs. 436-2858.
1100.
Paris; 901-642-2552.
Boat. motor & trailer.
FREE. 6 month old,
721 S. 12th
3 GAL. black top sealer- $300 23 ft. Prowler
If you are paying more than:
black & white, male cat.
$ 6 . 95
Mid -South trailer. 12,495. 759-1801.
Free supply of food.
753-0595
$31.00 Monthly or
Wholesale Building: 342
Ken-Mur Antique Shop,
East Washington. fireplace
$355 Annually
Rt. 94, half way between
Insert with
Paris: 901-642-2552.
Murray and Aurora.
automatic electric fan.
should
you
find out why.
Like new. Call 753-5544.
refrigerator with tex- EARM-E
-RS- land
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES recently
, tured steel door, only owners.
Call AG
18 00 per week Rudolph BRokers, Industrial Rd.
Gold
Silver
complete
d a cost study on
Goodyear 753-0595.
Closed
for soil testing service,
Closed
medicare supplements. The
(Just North Gro Store)
WHIRLPOOL heavy stardust sales, spreadYesterday 320.75
Yesterday
6 07
duty washer with 4 ! n g service, lime
results
of this study is upsetting
Opened
Opened
cycles. only $6.00 per spreading, culvert pipe,
Today
320.50'
Today
week. Rudolph etc We want to do
6.13
to say the least.
(No service on Saturday night)
Goodyear. 753-0595
Down
.25
Up
.06
business wits you.
CALL
Located across from
Compliments of:
16. Home Furnishings
Farris Grain. Call 753VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
WH1P.LPOOL heavy 4533 Day. 7B9-4640 night.
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
duty
dryer
with
753-7273
3
_temp
Call 498-8964 For Information
1.1tEE tree tops for,
753 7113
selections, only $4 00 firewood to - the right
Remember You Will Die One Day
you
cut your cost in half.
We buy Gold. Silver 4 Diamonds
per week. Rudolph Individual . Call 754-0640
Hours- 10 6 Daily Closed Sunday
Sr
Goodyear, 753-0606.
after 5p.m. ask for Tim.

Star Search
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loft.
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DUNNA WAY
BODY SHOP

Now is a
good time to
lay-a-way an
Ashley wood
heating stove.
Complete line
discount
at
- -prices.
Purdom's Inc.

•

Street
15 Years
Experience
In Collision
Repair
Estimates
Welcome

50.

Hear
Albert Hill
Tonight
7:30 p.m.
7th & Poplar
Church of
Christ

'72
New

good
new
$ 3,C
753
6:00

52. B
sum..

11
Con

ATTENTION
AIRCRAFT OWNERS

01

75
53. Se

SENIOR CITIZENS AVE
A RIGHT TO KNOW...

Re
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syste
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yrs.
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7534,

You Live To 100 Years You Only Have
36,500 Days To Live.

REVIVAL
at

Bethany Baptist Church

r.MBER-HEARTI4

wmircurarsm-7, r

NC

New Concord, Ky.

LIPAITEC

Starts Wed. Night Sept. 11th 7 p.m. Thru Sunday Night

•
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marital it
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Jerry Railey-Evangelist
Monte!! Paschall-Pastor
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMF:S

CLASSIFIEDS
50

Used Trucks

50. Used Trucks
1985 NISSON pickup,
air. AM/FM cassette
stereo, slidiag rear
window, sport wheels,
bed cover. Call 753-9531
after 3p.m.
'72 CHEVROLET
pickup, ps, ph, ac. Good
condition, $1700. Call
753-9635.
•
5 1. Campers
1973 VW Campmobile,
self contained, excellent
condition. Call 759:1386 or
759-9888.

52. Boats-Motors
1983 ASTROGLASS 14
ft. Bass boat with
trailer. 65 h.p. Mercury
motor. Call after 5p.m.
489-2706
THE ideal starter
Houseboat. 33 foot Seagoing with large front deck.
4 .cyl. Volvo engine, air,
shower, radios, tape
player, excellent condition. Under $10.000. See at
Town & Country Marina
or 618-524-2533.

53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
INSULATION blown in J.L.
McKnight & Sons
by Sears. TVA ap- Sawmill
on Poor. Farm
proved. Save on those Rd. Buyer
Repossession
high heating and cool- timber Call of standing
753-752)
1976 Chevrolet
ing bills. Call Sears
7532310
for
free
Truck. See at
estimate.
Dees Bank of
BAILEY'S
JOINER'S complete
Hazel or call
tree service, 32 yrs
FARM LUMBER
492-8136.
experience. Also.
SUPPLY
stumps mechanically
Bidi. taken until
removed 10" below
Has
tobacco
September 17,
surface. Call 753-0366.
1985.
sticks $18.00
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
53 Services Offered
per hundred.
your carpet & upholst52. 8oats:Motors
ery
cleani
ng.
For
Indus
a free
trial Rd
REPAIRS
82 FORD Conversion
estimate call 753-5827.
CB. TV and Stereo
Van, fully loaded. Call 16 FT. Century
Murr
ay, Ky.
Satisfi
ed
refere
MURRAY
Mahogany inboard
nces.
HOME IL AUTO
753-7761 after 6_p.m.
TAUT VALUE
LICENSED Electrician
7591099
'83 F250 FORD diesel, runabout, needs varnNor Ihtodr. Shopcuno C.,
for residential and
23,000 miles. Call 554- ish. Last low low price!
2571
753
comme
rcial. Heating
$450. Call 658-3697 day
5090
and
or night.
ALL type masonry Installair condition, gas
work, block, brick. Phone ation and repair. TRWEATT'S Alterna753-7203.
tor. Generator & Starter
concrete, driveways.
sidewalks,, patios, house L&J Sanitation County Service (rebuilt 8z re.
foundations, new Garbage Pick-Up. 6 bag paired). Rt. 01, Almo,
chimneys or chimney limit, $7 per month. Call Ky. 42020. shop 150217538742.
repair. 25 years ex- 436-2264.
perience. Free es- MITCHELL Paving. TREES trimmed or
timates. Call Charles Sealing striping, repair removed. Also, yard
8r complete asphalt work. Experienced
Barnett 753-5476.
installation. All jobs. Free estimates. Call
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore, large & small. Call 436-2690.
WET BASEMENT? We
Westinghouse, 753-1537.
hauling,-. make wet basements
Whirtpool, 2,3yers
trees
and bdtheS 'pruned dry. "Wdrk c'otripletelS,
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper, or removed. Reasona- guaranteed. Call or
ble
rates, good re- write Morgan ConBob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St. ferences. Call Jerry at struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
Business 753-4872, 436- 759-9661.
AY= work onyour 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
5848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR: trees? Topping, prun- WILL do bush hogging.
Factory authorized for ing, shaping, complete Call 753-8590
Kentucky Lake Home
Tappan. Kelvinator and removal and more. Call
Brown. Service on gas ROVER'S TREE
Aluminum
on Blood River
and electric ranges, SERVICE for ProLocation: 10 miles southeast of Murmicrowaves, dis- fessional tree care
Service Co.
753-0338.
h washers, re
ray, Kentucky, just off Highway 280
Aluminum and vinyl
ODD
job
specia
frigerators, etc. Earl
list.
siding. Custom trim
at Panorama Shores. From Murray
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- ceiling fans, electrical,
work. References.
take Highway 94 east 3 miles and
plumbi
ng,
fencin
g. You
5341.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
name
it.
I
do it. You
DAVE'S WINDOW
turn right on Highway 280 and go to
753-0689
buy, I install. You
CLEA
NING
SERVI
CE.
Bonner's Grocery. Turn left just past
Professional results. break, I fix. Call 436WILL..,haul white rock,
Bonner's Grocery into Panorama
_
Satisfied references. 2868.
Commercial & re- PAINTING =Paper sand, lime, rip-rap,
Shores and follow auction arrows to
sidential. Free es- hanging, commerical or coal, dirt, gravel or
sale site.
timates. Call 753-9873 or residential, Free es- sawdust Call 436-2349
This nine year old 1800 square foot
timates. References. 25
436-2845.
brick veneer home has a living room with
DENNIS McClure con- years experience.
Lawn Renovation
struction, roofing, Trembn Farris 759-1987
fireplace and dining area, three
Lands
caping
ROOF
ING.
Plumb
painti
ing,
ng.
plumbing, inbedrooms, large eat-in kitchen or kit-re-Mr or exierioie. Conc-re'te' wo-rit , --NdProfessional
chen family room combination, two
car
Phone 502-382;2689, Rt. ditions, Painting,
Design
garage, 12' x 16' deck and patio and
General Carpentry
1, Sedalia.
Mowi
ng
P.A.
Molo
storage area. It is fully carpeted with
ny
Co
NCE sales- at Sears
Reseeding
now. Call Sears 753-2310 753 - 8628 . Free
paneled walls and wallpaper and has
a
for free estimate for Estimates.
Dethatching
built-in dishwasher, refrigerator, stove,
your needs.
Wedding
microwave, stereo and speakers.
Berm
uda Grass
GENERAL HOME
Photography
It is situated on a large shaded lot with
Control
REPAIR. 15 years exa beautiful view of Blood 'River Bay on
753-8298
perience-. Carpentry,
Fall Weed
concrete, plumbing,
Kentucky Lake. This ideally located home
CARTER STUDIO
Spraying
roofing
.
siding.
NO
JOB
is well suited for a permanent year round
300 MAIN ST.. SUITE 8
Fall Fertilization
TO SMALL. Free es1 North 3rd Entrance
home or as a vaction home.
timates. Days 753-6973.
Grub Worm
Seldom is this type property offered
nits 474-2276.
STUMP removal serControl
where you set the price. This home will
a TRING by Sears. vice. Mecha
nically
Leaf
Removal
Sears
continuous gut- removed. 10- inches bedefinitely sell to the highest bidde
r
ters installed for your low the- surface, no
Call now for Free
regardless of price.
specifications. Call damage to surrounding
Terms: 20% down day of sale with balance
Estimate
Sears 753-2310 for free lawn. Larry Wood
753on delivery of deed within 30 days.
estimate
°211.
Owner: Penny Fisher
FOREVER GREEN
BRING your mowers
(riding & push), tillers.
LAWN SERVICE
chain saws, small engines
and
welding to
REAL ESTATE A AUCTION CO.
Moody's Repair for
P.O. Box 307
El I Paris Road Mayfield, Ky. 42065
their tune up and over753-3362
haul. Cherry Corner
Phone (302)247-13$5
Free Estimates
Doug and Vicky
Road, 753-5668. Pickup
C.W. Sh.ltou, Auctiosiear
&. delivery. Work
759-1983
Crofton
Guaranteed

Bank

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday
September 14, 1985

53

Services Offered

Ray's Drywall
Sheetrock Hanging
Finishing.
Sprayed
Free Estimates
Joe Pat Ray
753 0038
GENERAL maintenance, roofing, painting
etc. 20 yrs. experience.
Free estimates. Call
474-2330.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Industrial, home
and bag closing machines
40 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674.
Stella, Ky
Ross Construction
New homes,
Renovations
All types repairs
759 4614 &
753-6581

C.W. SHELTON

50

lmron paint,
good tires, roll bar,
new
stereo.
$3,000.
Good
condition.
753-0653 after
6:00 p.m.
New

Boats-Motors

.
elljet1

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

Member
M.L.S.

WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
Call Roger Hudson,'
753-4545 or 753-6763.

SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
oUNCASES • MAJITLES • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS •
VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
•
FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PRICES Orep By
•
& See OLot Wortley

•

•

•

PAINTING

•
•

.V1 Fr
Ill `IF ANS
set PIE NI:I

•
• 1212
Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
•
_is•••••
••••••••••••••
•
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

Hopkins insurance Agency

S.
WALLPAPERING

Kentucky Central Insurance Comp
aniee

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

*FREE ESTIMATES*

55

Feed and Seed
certified John
stone, low endophyte
super grass. Limited
supply. Broadbent Seed
Co, Cadiz Ky. 235-5182.

pr.SCUE

Call
408 So. 12th
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murr
ay, Ky.
(502)753-6202
42071

Taxi Cab Service

TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 2
years experience.
Answering servic
provided.
7 RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Carrier
Gairwirod Ilecirtc end r..•
rte. 1111010I fee *Om end ow
site In Murray and Callems
y
County 002 Chestnut.

753-8181

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/7534352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

153-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Senc
your
packages the eas.*
way
Use our .convient
service We accept
UPS packages for
shipment

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square
753-7499

Police
911

Aluminum
Service
Co.

CHIMNEY SWEEPS

Minimum • and
Siding,- Custom

Vinyl
trim
work.
References
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689

eseedz_
.l

arpei

C

rPanin9

CM tot s Free Estrours
°warty Wont Good PM*,
CHIMNEY GLEANING
- ".-ra-Nrcr orreasocts
•COIMMIFV CAP IMO SCIR..1
••10 WS,
AIM A/11...'

753-3445

Poison

•Carpets

•Upholstery
•Free Estimates
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Control

Call...
753-5827

753-7588

Complete with
trailer &
accessories.

Call
753-9752
Services Offered

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
Install new septic
systems, repair on
old systems. 30
yrs. experience.
Licensed by State
Health
Dept.
753-9224.
NO CREDIT
CHECK!
LIMITED OFFER

MC VISA

He, •aye a MastsorCa•cl Or Vis,
rade! card 'needless at you,
past credit history or pr•siini
,narrial Stail.111
No Sattnus
Account FtErouirsod,
I

GUARANTEED'
application call

For

1 800-637 6680
(toll hoe)

Appointments made at your convenienc
e!
Sales Associaties home-phones:
Joe Kennon
436-5676 Bob Haley
489-2266
Vicki Todd
753-3939 Theresa Knight
753-7728
Prentice Dunn
753-5725 Max Dodd
753-3204 Evenings
Don Blalock
753-9218 Anna Requarth. Broker 753-2477

It
i

REALTORS

c-

1 One of Calloway Counties finest! 110 acres
with 100 acres tendable; all fenced and
crossed
fenced; blacktop road frontage on two roads
; stocked lake; well cared for home; barns
; mobile
home hook-up; all a heart desires; $107,000.00
- _
Trade ins considered.

19. Large family home only minutes from Murra
y!
carpet; drapes; new kitchen cabinets. $34,500.00.

2. Seven room brick in city; storm doors
and windows; carpet; drapes; newly decor
ated.
$29,500.00.

20. 170 acres with approximately 125 acres of
good timber. Pay for the farm by selling the
timber! $91,000.00.
'

3. REDUCED! Three bedroom brick in
county; formal dining room; city water:
I.carpet;
fireplace; central heat and air; $37,500.00.

21. Two, large, lake front lots with restrictions.
Good area. Boat launching nearby $11,000.00
& $10.000.00 respectively.

4. Just listed! Six room frame only minut
es east of Murray on blacktop road; storm
doors
and windows; three bedrooms; city water
; nice wooded lot. $32,500.00.

22. Nine room brick home,four & half miles form
Murra?; basement appliances, central
heat & air: large deck: 1 acre. $46.900.00.

5. Approximately three acres and three bedro
om brick for $49,900.00.
baths; wood stove;
range; refrigerator; T.V.A. approved insula
tion; carpet; paved road.

23. Build your own business in the commercial buildi
ng for only $18,000.00. Lots of potential
for thriving community business.

6. Good retirement home near easy shopping.
Two bedroom with formal dining room; range
.;
dishwasher; fenced backyard. $29,500.00.

24. Gorgeous, lakefront, cedar home! Seven rooms
, three baths. Heat pump: appliances:
fireplace; deck & patio; boat dock. Priced in
$80's. but offers welcome!

11 Ft. Snark
"Ma yflower"

53

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUS EOM WOODWORKING

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

911

7. Double-wide mobile home on large lot; three
bedrooms; formal dining room: central heat
and air; two baths; wired outside storage
building. $15,500.00.
-8. Antique lovers dream! Seven room home with
large porch on three sides; house in excellent
condition; storm doors and windows; centr
al gas heat; new carpet; vinyl exterior. $35.900.00.
9. Approximately three acres and six room Cedar
home only four miles from Murray. Carpet:
drapes; outside storage. $39,500.00.
10. Seven room frame home on approximat
ely 18 acres of land. Two fireplaces; washer, dryer,
range, refrigerator. dishwasher. Fencing,
large shade trees. $43,700.00.
11. Large screened porch overlookin Kentu
g
cky Lake is just one feature of this seven room
home for $32,500.00. Central heat and air:
range; carpet; drapes. ExCeptional buy!
12. Approximately 31 acres with 20 tenda
ble, only minutes North of Murray. $27.500.00. Good
building site, septic tank and well.
13. Mobile home with extremely nice add-o
n. 220 amp wiring in large garage. Large lot,
close
to Murray. $17,500.00.
14. As well cared for as you will find anywhere!
Three bedroom,two bath brick; washer, dryer
,
disposal, range, refrigerator, dishwasher, freezer;
carpet; drapes; double paved drive and
carport. $49,750.00. Central heat and air.
-- • - 15. Approximately 70 acres with beautiful buildi

ng site at top of hill foC scenic view. $21,000.00.

3

Oriunrs

53. Services Offered

Used Trucks

'72 4x4 Blazer

52

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

PAG

Dial-A-Service

1 P.M.

rr

MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 9, 1985

City

water and gas; outside storage;

25. 112 acres is the setting for this two bedroom frame
home approximately ten miles south
of Murray. New well, septic tank & water heate
r in last three years. $26,000.00.
26. Brick home on one acre with new well and
pump has been reduced to $25,900.00. Carpet
fireplace: drapes; blacktop road Good location.
27.-Year around living near Kentucky Lake! Five
room, masonite home on four lots: appliances; wood stove; insulation. V5.500.00.
•
28. Mobile home on five lots east of Murray. Central
heat: carpet: drapes: range: refrigerator:
outside storage. $27.500.00.
29. Parking for sixty vehicles; commercial zonin
g building potential for your own business;
main thoroughfare'! Ask us about this!
30. Approximately five wooded acres is the settin
g for this elegant cedar lakefront home!
Custom made kitchen cabinets: heat pump: two car
garage; appliances: must be seen tclappreciate! $135,000.00.
31. Ten acres and six room house for only $14.00000!
Storm doors and windows: aluminum
siding exterior; garage. Needs interior work
32. Mobile home, furniture and four lots; central gas
heat: outside storage: near lake. All
for $7,500.00.
33. Restricted subdivision in county is the location of
this spacious four bedroom, three bath
brick. Central gas heat & electric air; appliances; two
car garage. Large wooded lot. $69,800.00.
34. Extremely nice double wide mobile home on
three shaded lots. Outside storage buildings:
appliances; carpet. $22,000.00.

16. REDUCED! Three bedroom cedar home with central heat and air;
two car garage with. 35. For leisure living, no better to be found; Approximately 400 feet•o
f marin lake water front
nice workshop; R-30 insulation; 1 acre of land. $39.900.90:
duplex type cottage: furniture; boat dock right
. A Kentucky Lake exception! $42,500.00.
17. Large older home in good condition in city. liitee bedrooms; formal dinin
g; tit basement: 36. 100 acres. $40,000.00; 100 acres. $25,000.00;.45 acres, $19,500.00; 80 acres,
$28,000.00; 66 acres.
2/8 acre lot; carpet; fireplace. $36,500.00.
850.000; 120 acres, $24,000.00; 150 acres. $52,500.00.
(All approxiknate acreage).
37. Just outside the city limits -with city privil
18. Three unit living areas for good rental income. Central heat and air; carpe
eges! Three bedroom brick with centr
t;'drapes; apal heat
and air appliances; carpet; wood stove;
pliances; fenced backyard; near University. $59:900.00
double lot: $69,500.00.
mnimmise
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Kentucky News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API - Kentucky's effort to
Haydon received his artificial heart Feb. 17 at
fight adult illiteracy is cited in a magazine artiAudubon. where he remains hospitalized. Burcle as among the best in the nation, the Departcham died on April 24. 10 days after he received
ment of Education notes in a news release.
the implant in Louisville.
In its September issue, Reader's Digest
describes the agency's success in attracting
COLUMBIA. Ky. AP)- About.10 to 45 Adair
-volunteers to projects designed to teach adults
County farmers began growing bell peppers 15
how to read.
, years ago, with each planting one acre.
• its no secret that our state leads the nationin
Now, more than 250 farmers are raising pepthe percentage of adults who do not have high
pers on 160 acres and the community has set
school diplomas, sop-shouldn't be a secret that
aside one weekend a year to celebrate the bellour state also can k.ad the nation in finding a - pepper harvest.
.4.ilution to the problem of adult illiteracy,''
State officials are keeping an eye on crops such
nools Superintendent Alice McDonald said.
as peppers as they seek ways to aid beleaguered
Sharon Darling, director of the adult reading
tobacco farmers.
i.riggram. is described in the article as an expert
"I think there is a tremendous opportunity
s0ch programs.
there," state Agriculture Commissioner David
1 have been able to talk about Kentucky's
Boswell said Saturday. He was a guest at the
Arlan reading projects on radio programs in
festival.
Sacramento, San Diego, Salt Lake City. Denver.
Adair -farmers produced 3,244 tons of peppers
tw cities in Illinois and two cities in Flolida,"
last year, according to Mary Allender, executive
rling said
director of the Columbia-Adair County Chamber
' Err the article entitled -America's Secret
of Commerce.
sh,:tne. • • the magazine says nearly one of every
The peppers generate an estiMated $616,000, a
•
adults is unable to read.
long way from the $8 million to $9 million that is
\ bout 47 percent. of Kentucky's adults over 25
generated in the county by tobacco each year.
• ‘.etisus ta-k- rs in 1980 that they didn't have
"It's not replacing tobacco by any means,"
hoot diplomas
said extension agent Wayne Livesay. "We think
-- - it's -a supplemental crop to tobacco."
• • •t
SHUR°. Ky I Al' I - Adults and teens
-- -lwensboro neighborhood are cirt•ulating a
LOUISVILLE, Ky. IAPI - A city official has
• .t ion protesting the arrest of about 130 people
talked to a neighborhood group about a proposal,
eek in parking lots at or near the Wesleyan
calling for the old International Harvester plant
:•k Plaza shopping center_
to be converted into the state's first privately
I laza merchanTs asked city police to enforce
operated prison.
ordinance allowing officers to issue citations
The Highland Park Neighborhood Council met
motorists who circle parking lots three times.
with Sharon Wilbert, secretary of Louisville's
‘mong those arrested Friday night were 29
Neighborhood Development Cabinet last week,
...its ho were charged with loitering or illegal
aecording to Bobby Faust, president of the
or parking Ittts
council.
\ler( hauls contend that teen-agers who cruise
Faust said the proposed prison would be far
parking lots on wt•ekend nights deter people
enough away from homes to make it acceptable.
shopping
The site is near Standiford Field,
.ack Jt ries. one of four adults who organized a
The 200-bed institution would be for prisoners
_ly Saturday night, said that 160 signatures had
convicted of non-violent crimes nearing release.
collt•cted on a petition protesting the arThere has been opposition to a proposal to place
ts The group will takes its complaint to the cithe prison at.another site in central
ommission, he said.
Bannum Enterprises, which made the
Harvester proposal, has declined to discuss the
matter.
- Bidders have proposed three other sites for the
• •1
lELE. Ky. 1AP • - Artificial heart reelprison in Marion. Grant and Lyon counties.
-tit
Schr•oeder and Una Loy Clark.
-low of the first artificial heart recipient Dr.
State officials plan to make a decision by the
. rrit• ('ho k. will be guest§-for a United Vka‘
end of the month.
.
ilk ,,t Churchill Downs on Sept. 14.
-;chrt•t•iier and Mrs. Clark are expected to ride
•,..•r•-a• dr:awn ,carriage as they lead, the "Cara.' race for . 200 graduates of the
ii.nnatia Hospital Audubon cardiac rehabilita,
.
•ri program according to a Humana news
- • teas.t.- •
ri)eder
Of Jasper, Ind.. is the longestrecipient of an artificial heart. He receiv. thi. implant Nov 25. 1984 at Humana Hospital
•Itilt' ii
St•hr• wile!. has been able to make several trips.
•-lotting one to Jasper, and now lives in an
; art:nerd near the hospital
.loimrig, -the walkers-- will be Juanita Hay-don,
re or arida nit heart recipient Murray Haydon
.1 ittx Barcham. widow of implant recipient
k Buri•ham

trchbishop: global
vommunion of church
has outgrown mold

advantage.
This was done by
careful control of herds
and vaccination, coup'with use of the
knowledge that
recovered animals are
.immune and that imKentucky Veterinary Medical Association mune
sown pans the lmmunity to their
Many menus offer a businessmen and
offspring.
delicacy described as farmers.
More To Do
"Baked Kentucky
The veterinarian is an
There are still imporHam" or "Country Important link in
this tant public health proFried Ham and Red Eye economic chain, as he is
blems faced by the
Gravy," making an in- in many other livestock
swine producer and his
direct reference to the industries.
veterinarian, however.
traditional involvement
Cholera Eradicated
One of them is
of swine in the state.
Kentucky is listed as a trichinosis, which is
Actually, swine are state free of ho, cholera transmitted to humans
quite important to Ken- and has been so by eating improperly
tucky's agricultural designated since 1977. cooked pork. It aLso• can
economy, forming a Prior to that the disease' be transmitted through
large segment of the was often a nightmare the meat of the bear.
meat packing industry for farmers who raised
In swine, the disease
causes gastroenteritis,
and making a viable swine.
Caused by Pestivirus, then weight loss and low
"cottage industry" for
many smal I the disease was fever when it invades
transmitted directly the muscles. It can
from animal to animal result in permanen
t
-and resulted in deaths, disabilities or death.
abortions, stunted
In man, the disease
growth, stillbirths and causes fever, cough and
death of baby pigs.
wheezing and
It is seriously sometimes lesions in the
endemic in most South eyes.
ROME(AP)- Police American, Africa-n,
It- is usually selfhad to keep back a thick Asian and some Euro- limiting but not often
crowd of onlookers as pean countries, but has fatal, and can be
Norwegian actress Liv been eradicated from pevented by simply
an cooking all pork to a
Ullmann married an the United States
American real estate important economic temperature of 170
dealer in a religious service two days after a
civil wedding in Rome's
city hall.
About 125 guests in
evening dress' arrived
for Sunday's ceremony
in tour buses and were
allowed inside St. Pals
Inside the .W
Anglican Episco
Ian
Church only afte they
showed police their
invitations

BO
UT
NIMALS•ed

Actress weds
real estate
dealer Sunday

You Can't
Beat The Heat . . .
You Can't
Beat The Value . .
•

But
You Can
Beat The
Fall Rush

XNAHEIM. Calif. across the country, and
P - The Archbishop about 200 bishops.
• Canterbury, spiritual
- The celebration of Ho,der of the worldwide ly Communion was led
• glican Communion, by the Episcopal
T
:z• • nday told a gatilerl presiding.
bishop, the
of American Most Fte'v -John M.
41-111:7_Ve
opalians that they .Allin. who is ending a
outgrown, their 12-year _term. His sucRENTALASALES
• cessor is to be elected
nglish imprint.
- No longer are we Tuesday.
CENTER
The convention is
i•--t,tified by having
.nie kind of English commemorating the
: ritage." the Most. 200th anniversary of the
During World War II,
r'.ev Robert A. K. Run- organitation of the
Soviet troops and Polish
a• told about 10,000 Episcopal Church as a
patriot fortes liberated
vt orshippers at a self-governing
Warsaw from the Nazis
A.P.R.
',assive celebration of denomination in
Jan. 17, 1945.
•::•-• Lord's Supper at the America.
Financing
‘merican church's
.ennial convention.
'
4 tately pageantry
-irked the service,
Caprice
C/K 10/30
ith its rousing hyrnns.
(Pickups Chassis
Cavali
er
- •,hed choirs, a raised,
Cab & Crew Cab)
Celebrity
• entral altar rimmed
Permanent Lite
•
Astro Cargo &
with candles and
Impala
Jane
• Term Lite
Howers and dazzling
Conver
sion Vans
• Universal Life
Chevette
processions of clergy
Rogers
Chevy Cargo &
arid bishops in flowing
753 9627
Citation
od, black and white.
201 S 6th
Conversion Vans
Runcie said even the
English language has
receded into second
place in the international family of BritishS. 12th
-pawned churches that
Murray
has 70 million members
:n 28 national branches.
502-753-2617
'There are more
ff
black members than
white. Our local diversities span the spectrum
of the world's races,
needs and aspirations."
-*
Vii.W11;WVViNiaalVila
he said.
si
Runsie said the
'courageous witness"
of Anglican Bishop Desmond Tutu against
racial separation in
South Africa was a
reminder "that we are
no longer a church of the
white, middle classes
P S Be sure to let the cashier
allied only to the proDockside Platter
know you're -Young at heart"
sperous Western
(55 years or above)$399
world."
8 Oz. Chopped Sirloin
Officials termed the
C,
Salad Bar
convention, which
began Saturday, the
Hwy. 641 North:Murray, Ky. Open 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat 753 414.1
largeSt ever for
Episcopalians. Participants included 960
elected lay and clergy
delegates from parishes

7.7

degrees, which kills the
organism which causes
it.
In animals, prevention is the recommended treatment and again
very simple: Do not
feed wild animal carcasses to swine and do
not feed raw garbage
which may contain contaminated pork scraps.
Some control of rodents
also may be necessary.
Treatment in animals
is mainly symptomatic
anda supportive, relieving Pain while the
disease limits itself.
Food Chain
Disease control,
especially of diseases
transmittable to
humans, makes your
veterinarian an important part of the food
chain.
•
He also contributes
greatly to the
agricultural_ economy.
because healthy
livestock mean a better
financial return to the
producer than those
which are ill or injured.
Today's veterinarians
are trained in animal
nutrition as well as
diseases, adding even
more to their value in
the food production
chain.

BUY A
WHEEL HORSE
RIDER.GETA
6CU.FT.
BAGGER
FREE*

7.1

Clean-up this Fall with a 100 Series Riding Mower from WHEEL
HORSE. And with the large 6 Cu. ft. bagger(FREE with any 100 Series
purchase'), you'll have fewer stops for dumping—so the lob gets done
-even taster That's WHEEL HORSE POWER.
Only WHEEL HORSE offers these standard features on all 4
models in the 100 Series Riders:
•Dependable Briggs & Stratton engines•Rugged, all-gear transax les•Wide 30 decks•Tight 24 turning radius•Easy-to-reach
controls•Rectangular "Sure-Grip" steering•Smooth-engaging
clutch•Space-saving, stand-up storage bars•Optional attachments including thatcher, snow blade, and dump cart•Additional features on each model

WHEEL HORSE POWER. PUT IT TO WORK FOR YOU.
%

Wheel Horse

Stokes Tractor & Implement
Indestrial Rd.

7534319

Murray, Ky.

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

For Life Insurance,
check with State Farm.

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

51,1 •••••

1

CPADCO

•••
114,,
,

I

Just for You Senior Citizens
Every Monday through Wednesday receive a
FREE drink with any meal.
Menu Sampler

*2"

tutu *ems

Sales Start Sept.

9

Free Installation
20 Yds. or More

Stock Wallpaper Sale
Prepasted

Strippable

Scrubbable

$6.00 $8.00 $10.00 $14.00
Per Double Roll

Over 250 Patterns in Stock

Wallpaper Book Sale
Month of September

30% Off Selection
Of Books
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